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(57) ABSTRACT 

A novel bankcard transaction exchange system, which is 
also an exchange network and a settlement network of 
various bankcard transactions at the same time, comprising: 
a processing center, at least one backup center, and a 
plurality of member institutions connected to the processing 
center via a network, characterized in that: the processing 
center is configured with a Switching Subsystem and a batch 
processing Subsystem, and it can achieve interoperability 
effectively. The system of the invention is a bankcard 
transaction processing platform which can realize “central 
ized exchange and unified settlement’, wherein advanced 
Switching technologies are employed, various network 
access interfaces may be compatible; transaction exchange 
and settlement of various currencies and various cards are 
Supported; parameterized function configuration is Sup 
ported; it may be adapted to the changes of the market, and 
easy for function expansion; it is convenient for users; it is 
secure and reliable; and the peak transaction capacity can 
meet the requirements of the development of future bank 
card service. 
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NOVEL BANKCARD TRANSACTION EXCHANGE 
SYSTEM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to a bankcard trans 
action exchange and settlement platform, in particular, to a 
high-efficiency exchange platform which achieves interop 
erability. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Since the bankcard industry of China starts rela 
tively late, and corresponding specialized service companies 
are lacking, various commercial banks construct their own 
bankcard transaction exchange networks and settlement 
networks everywhere, and have their own styles. Based on 
Such a historical background, a national bankcard exchange 
general center is established on the basis of scattered 
regional exchange networks, so that a nationwide unified 
exchange network is formed. Such a network can prelimi 
narily realize the nationwide networked transaction, as 
shown in FIG. 1, wherein the national general center is 
connected with each regional center respectively, Such as 
regional centera, regional centerb, regional center c and so 
on, while each regional center is connected with each bank 
in the region, such as bank A, bank E. So that remote 
cross-bank transaction may be realized through the national 
general center. However, due to the existence of the regional 
centers, the exchange mechanism realized in this system is 
actually a “two-stage exchange' mechanism, wherein when 
an acquiring institution and a card-issuing institution are in 
the same region, transaction exchange is accomplished in a 
regional center; otherwise, the transaction should go through 
three exchange nodes, the regional center a, the national 
general center and the regional center b, so that the number 
of exchange nodes concerned is large, and disadvantages 
Such as slow transaction response and low Success ratio, etc. 
will appear. 
0003. In general, the bankcard exchange system used 
currently is somewhat blind in the planning layer, has such 
disadvantages as unitary function, Small covering area and 
low efficiency, and can not achieve Scale merit; the network 
structure is unreasonable and has too many layers, which 
results in slow transaction response speed and low Success 
ratio; the investment is overlapped and unending, and inves 
tors are burdened with heavy capital pressure; on the tech 
nical layer, the host platforms are disunified and developed 
in each region alone and the application versions are dis 
unified, so it is difficult to interconnect them; on the layer of 
new service development, since the hardware platforms are 
different and the software versions are disunified, it is 
difficult to update and upgrade the software when new 
channels and services are developed; in addition, the market 
changes rapidly and it is required to response quickly, so the 
service pressure is great and it can not meet the requirements 
of service development. 
0004 At the same time, new requirements are laid on the 
bankcard transaction exchange system with the development 
of society and financial service in China, Specifically, the 
commercial bank system develops towards centralized 
mode, and it has been a tendency in the finance industry to 
establish a centralized national financial processing center, 
so the advantages, which each regional exchange system 
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originally has, become to disappear; the bankcard transac 
tion Volume increases rapidly, which lays higher require 
ments on the processing ability of the existing exchange 
system, and since 2002, the cross-bank transaction volume 
of bankcards increases by more than 10% monthly; it has 
been more and more intense to develop new services, and in 
order to avoid the blindness in the development in each 
region and to facilitate, not to hinder, the rapid development 
of the service, new plans must be made technically and new 
methods must be employed to accommodate the require 
ments of the market; the implementation of a novel central 
ized transaction exchange system will increase the manage 
ment efficacy and reduce the cost effectively; at the same 
time, technical updates in the exchange system are favorable 
for the financial institutions of China to improve their 
overall competitive power and to participate in the global 
competition. 
0005 Therefore, in the next development stage of the 
bankcard industry of China, interoperability must be further 
achieved, the Success ratio and the speed of the exchange 
must be increased, the operating efficiency of the exchange 
system and the settlement system must be improved, the 
update and upgrade cost of the system must be lowered, and 
the security of financial information must be ensured in the 
global development tendency of bankcards. In addition, the 
specifications must be unified with each international credit 
card organization, and more protocols, terminals and mem 
ber institutions must be supported. As a result, a novel 
bankcard transaction exchange system suitable for the cur 
rent stage must be provided. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
novel bankcard transaction exchange system, which not only 
can meet the requirements of transaction exchange, and 
clearing and settlement in commerce and finance, but also 
has the following characteristics: 1) it can meet the require 
ments of continuous development of new services and 
reduce system cost to the maximum extent; 2) it can realize 
high-efficiency processing in the transaction exchange and 
settlement of domestic bankcard; 3) it can realize the net 
working with international credit card organizations (com 
panies). As a result, a bankcard transaction exchange and 
settlement center with a large covering area, full service 
types, strong processing capacity and system stability may 
be formed. 

0007 More specifically, the system of the invention is a 
bankcard transaction processing center which can realize 
“centralized exchange and unified settlement, wherein 
advanced Switching technologies are employed, the current 
various network access interfaces are compatible, and vari 
ous network protocols are supported; intra-bank transaction 
and cross-bank transaction are both Supported, and domestic 
bankcard transaction and cross-nation bankcard transaction 
are both Supported; transaction and settlement of various 
currencies such as local currency card, international card and 
foreign card, and of various cards such as debit card, credit 
card and semi-credit card are Supported; parameterized 
function configuration is Supported; and it may be adapted to 
the changes of the market, and easy for function expansion; 
the settlement methods can meet the requirements of various 
member institutions; it is convenient for users; it is secure 
and reliable; and the peak transaction capacity can meet the 
requirements of the development of future bankcard service. 
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0008. The invention relates to a novel bankcard transac 
tion exchange system, which is an exchange network and a 
settlement network for various bankcards at the same time, 
comprising: a processing center, at least one backup center, 
and a plurality of member institutions connected to the 
processing center via a network, wherein each member 
institution may also be connected to one or more backup 
centers thereof; the processing center comprises at least a 
Switching Subsystem and a batch processing Subsystem, and 
it may achieve interoperability effectively. 

0009. The member institutions may include various 
banks, specialized service institutions, and various front-end 
processors, such as ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) front 
end processor, POS front-end processor, payment gateway 
front-end processor, mobile payment front-end processor 
and public payment platform front-end processor. The above 
front-end processors refer to servers disposed in each main 
place for controlling and managing various transaction ter 
minals in its coverage area. The front-end processors will 
deliver the received transaction requests directly to the 
processing center of the system, and send the processing 
result fed back by the processing center to the corresponding 
transaction terminal. 

0010. The above bank may act as a card-issuing bank or 
an acquiring bank in the system. When a bankcard or a 
common bank account is acquired in a bank which issues the 
same, the bank acts a card-issuing bank and an acquiring 
bank at the same time; similarly, a specialized service 
institution may be a specialized card-issuing company or a 
specialized acquiring institution, or it may be a specialized 
service institution with the functions of both a card-issuing 
company and an acquiring institution. 

0011. The above novel bankcard transaction exchange 
system at least comprises: a Switching Subsystem and a 
batch processing Subsystem. Wherein, the Switching Sub 
system is responsible for connecting each member institu 
tion, receiving and forwarding a transaction request and a 
response, and providing a routing service and recording 
logs. The batch processing Subsystem is responsible for 
clearing and settling a transaction in a way agreed on with 
the member institution, and it Supports self-determination 
settlement mode and unself-determination settlement mode, 
and Supports single message and dual message settlement 
ways; and it is responsible for processing settlement of 
various transaction capitals and various service charges. The 
above settlements may include: settlements of capital and 
service charge of a transaction Such as POS consumption, 
ATM cash withdrawal and so on; and profit allocation of 
service charge among the institutions participating in the 
transaction. 

0012. The novel bankcard transaction exchange system 
further comprises an exception transaction processing Ser 
Vice package, which is responsible for processing wrong 
accounts or Suspicious accounts generated during a transac 
tion, and its main functions include original transaction 
matching, exception transaction file processing, transaction 
period control and exception transaction settlement file 
generation, etc. It is used so that not only the efficiency of 
the system exchange network will not be affected, but also 
exception transactions will be settled in time. It Supports 
three exception transaction request initiating modes: online 
transaction, file transferring and Web. 
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0013 The novel bankcard transaction exchange system 
of the invention is further configured with a security sub 
system, which provides security control measures at various 
layers of the system and ensures that the system operates 
safely. Its main functions include user right control, user 
validity verification, key management, algorithm deposit, 
message encryption and decryption, password check, file 
encryption and decryption control and log recording, etc. 
0014. The novel bankcard transaction exchange system 
of the invention is further configured with a management 
service package, which is responsible for the unified man 
agement on member institution information and system 
parameters, and for the online management on the transfer 
ring and processing of a transaction. And its main functions 
include: adding, deleting, modifying, querying and activat 
ing of institution information and system parameters; online 
sign-in and sign-out; key reset; system monitoring, etc. 
0015 The management service package makes the sys 
tem sufficiently adapted to the requirements on service 
change by setting and modifying the parameters, that is, all 
or some of operating rules of the system may be adjusted or 
modified without modifying other parts of the system and 
without shutting down the system. 
0016. The novel bankcard transaction exchange system 
of the invention is further configured with a risk information 
sharing service package, which is responsible for collecting, 
processing and distributing various risk information, and 
preventing a forbidden transaction from occurring, lowering 
transaction risk, and internally sharing a list of payment 
forbidding, transaction rejection, forbidden cardholders, for 
bidden card-holding enterprises and forbidden merchants, 
etc. and the related detail records for the member institutions 
and the system. 
0017. The novel bankcard transaction exchange system 
of the invention is further configured with a file transferring 
subsystem, which is responsible for the file transferring 
between member institutions and is a main interface for file 
exchange between the system and the member institutions. 
Its main functions include external file transferring function, 
information exchange function with internal Subsystems and 
file cleaning function. It is used for ensuring the Smoothness 
of online transaction communication channel, and increas 
ing the overall operating efficiency of the system. 
0018. The novel bankcard transaction exchange system 
of the invention is further configured with a query and report 
service package, which is responsible for providing infor 
mation query to internal and external institutions, and mak 
ing, analyzing and obtaining a report. Its main functions 
include data collecting, online query, report making, report 
generating and report providing, etc. It may also provide a 
report customization function, which not only is convenient, 
but also can improve the system efficiency. 
0019. The novel bankcard transaction exchange system 
of the invention is further configured with a stand-in autho 
rization Subsystem, which is responsible for accomplishing 
stand-in authorization of a transaction according to the 
agreement with each bank as a member institution. Its 
functions specifically include quota control, accumulated 
amount control and accumulated transaction number con 
trol, etc., together with log recording, charge calculation, 
transaction check (such as security check and account valid 
ity check) etc. 
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0020. The above stand-in authorization includes normal 
stand-in authorization and abnormal stand-in authorization. 
Normal stand-in authorization means that the processing 
center authorizes a transaction on behalf of the card-issuing 
party when the card-issuing party is normal; abnormal 
stand-in authorization means that the processing center 
authorizes a transaction on behalf of the card-issuing party 
when the card-issuing party is abnormal. 
0021. In the novel bankcard transaction exchange system 
of the invention, the management service package, the risk 
information sharing service package, the exception transac 
tion processing service package and the query and report 
service package may also be centralizedly configured as a 
backline subsystem. At the same time, the backline sub 
system is further configured with a dedicated backline 
portal, which provides a unified and easy-to-use operating 
interface with the uniform style to various operators of the 
system, so that the system is more convenient to operate. 
0022. Each subsystem of the novel bankcard transaction 
exchange system of the invention is configured with an 
error-reporting information processing module, which is 
responsible for processing all the error information in the 
Subsystem. By processing all the error information in the 
subsystem unifiedly via the module, it is favorable to 
increase the processing speed of the Subsystem itself and the 
throughput of the system. 

0023 The architecture of the bankcard transaction 
exchange system of the invention is divided into a commu 
nication access layer, an application processing layer and a 
data storing layer, and its database is adapted to the require 
ments of high-efficiency operation and meets the require 
ments of disaster-recovery backup. 
0024. The communication access layer is responsible for 
the access of message transferring, file transferring and the 
access security control, and the communication access layer 
comprises a communication server, a file transferring server, 
a firewall and a domain name server, wherein: the commu 
nication server is responsible for the communication access 
of a online transaction of a member institution; the file 
transferring server is responsible for the transferring and 
processing of files; the firewall is responsible for access 
security control; and the domain name server is responsible 
for providing domain name resolution service. 
0.025 The application processing layer is responsible for 
processing an application, and it comprises at least one or 
more Switching application servers, stand-in authorization 
application servers, security application servers, user man 
agement application servers and backline application serv 
CS. 

0026. The switching application server comprises a 
Switching application server responsible for local card trans 
action and a Switching application server responsible for 
foreign card transaction. 
0027. The switching application server responsible for 
foreign card transaction and the stand-in authorization appli 
cation server are mutual hot backup devices. 
0028. The stand-in authorization application server is 
responsible for processing a stand-in authorization transac 
tion. The server and the foreign card Switching application 
server are mutual hot backup devices. 
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0029. The security application server is responsible for 
providing a centralized security service to all the Subsystems 
in the frontline part except the Switching application server 
and the foreign card Switching application server. Wherein, 
the system is configured with an encryption device which 
may be called directly by the switching application server 
and the foreign card Switching application server. By 
directly calling the encryption device, the operating effi 
ciency of the Switching application server may be increased. 

0030 The frontline part means the part of a system 
except for the backline subsystem. The backline subsystem 
comprises a management service package, a risk informa 
tion sharing service package, an exception transaction pro 
cessing service package and a query and report service 
package. 

0031. The user management application server is respon 
sible for the unified management on users of the whole 
application system, and employs a configuration with two 
servers to form primary-secondary mode. 
0032. The backline application server is responsible for 
processing the online services of the whole backline sub 
system, wherein a J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) archi 
tecture is employed. 
0033. The data storing layer is responsible for managing 
all the data required to be stored and processed in the system, 
and it comprises a database server, a data storage file-sharing 
space server and a storing system. The database server and 
the storing system are connected via a high-speed network, 
so that the complexity of data backup and disaster-recovery 
backup may be lowered, and the linear expansion ability and 
centralized management of the storing system may be 
improved. 

0034) Data exchange between the data storing layer and 
the application processing layer is also accomplished via a 
high-speed network, so that high-performance data access 
on the data storing layer by the application processing layer 
may be ensured, and the pressure laid on the network by 
burst data flow may be alleviated. 
0035. The database server comprises a switching data 
base server, a stand-in authorization database server, a 
backline data warehouse server, a batch processing applica 
tion server and a NFS (Network Files Services) server. 
0036 Wherein, the switching database server is respon 
sible for storing transaction logs related to the Switching and 
the foreign card Switching. 

0037. The stand-in authorization database server is 
responsible for storing data related to stand-in authorization. 

0038. The backline data warehouse server is responsible 
for storing transaction data, configuration parameter, man 
agement parameter, transaction historical data, and transac 
tion analyzing and security data etc. of the whole application 
system. Three databases are established on this server, i.e., 
a security and management database, a backline database 
and a historical database respectively. Wherein, the security 
and management database is mainly used for storing system 
online transaction security data and application system con 
figuration data; the backline database is mainly used for 
storing a copy of batch processing log data, settlement detail 
data and institution information; and the historical database 
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is mainly used for storing a copy of historical transaction 
data, intermediate statistical data and institution informa 
tion. 

0.039 The switching database server, the stand-in autho 
rization database server and the security and management 
database server are mutual hot backup devices. 
0040. The batch processing application server is respon 
sible for the batch processing of transactions, and the shared 
storing of files. 
0041. The batch processing application server and the 
backline data warehouse server are mutual hot backup 
devices. 

0042. The NFS server provides a common file service to 
each subsystem via standard Network Files Service (NFS). 
0043. The invention further relates to a bankcard trans 
action exchange method in a bankcard transaction exchange 
system, the bankcard transaction exchange system compris 
ing a processing center, at least one backup center, and a 
plurality of member institutions connected to the processing 
center via a network, the processing center comprising at 
least a Switching Subsystem and a corresponding Switching 
database, a batch processing Subsystem, a historical database 
and a backline database, the bankcard transaction exchange 
method comprising: performing transaction Switching 
through the Switching Subsystem; and performing transac 
tion clearing and settlement through the batch processing 
subsystem. 
0044) The bankcard transaction exchange method further 
comprises a process for a finance-type transaction initiated 
in online mode by a member institution using the system 
according to the invention, a transaction flow of which 
comprises the following steps: 
0045 1) an acquiring party initiates a transaction request 
in online mode to the Switching Subsystem of the processing 
center, and the Switching Subsystem determines whether the 
transaction is allowed for stand-in authorization, if not, then 
the transaction flow proceeds to 2); otherwise, the transac 
tion flow proceeds to 3): 
0046 2) the switching subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction request to a card-issuing party, if 
the processing center can process a transaction normally 
with the card-issuing party, the Switching Subsystem sends 
the transaction request to the card-issuing party, and then the 
transaction flow proceeds to 5); otherwise, the Switching 
subsystem determines whether the transaction is allowed for 
stand-in authorization, if yes, then the transaction flow 
proceeds to 3); otherwise, the transaction response will be 
“transaction failed' message, and the transaction flow pro 
ceeds to 6): 
0047 3) the switching subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction to a stand-in authorization Sub 
system for processing, and the transaction flow proceeds to 
4); 
0.048 4) the stand-in authorization subsystem performs 
stand-in authorization and returns a response to the Switch 
ing Subsystem, then the transaction flow proceeds to 6); 
0049 5) the card-issuing party returns a transaction 
response to the Switching Subsystem of the processing center 
after it completes processing the transaction request; 
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0050 6) the switching subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction response to the acquiring party. 
0051 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above process is as follows: 
0052 1) the switching subsystem records a switching 
transaction log, if the transaction passes stand-in authoriza 
tion, then the stand-in authorization Subsystem records a 
transaction log; 
0053 2) the management service package starts a data 
transfer program at a fixed timing, and reads the Switching 
log and the stand-in authorization log; 
0054 3) the data transfer program transfers the above 
logs to the historical database and the backline database, 
then records an intermediate statistical Summary table; 
0055 4) the batch processing subsystem reads the trans 
action log from the backline database and performs multi 
cycle clearing: 

0056 5) the batch processing subsystem records a settle 
ment result in the backline database, and forms a clearing 
file and writes it into a file-sharing space; and 
0057 6) the batch processing subsystem backups the 
settlement result to the historical database from the backline 
database. 

0058. The bankcard transaction exchange method further 
comprises a process for a management-type transaction 
initiated in online mode by a member institution using the 
system according to the invention, a transaction flow of 
which comprises the following steps: 

0059) 1) the member institution initiates a transaction 
request in online mode to the Switching Subsystem of the 
processing center; 
0060 2) the switching subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction request to the backline Subsystem 
management Service package; 

0061 3) the management service package returns a trans 
action response to the Switching Subsystem; and 
0062 4) the switching subsystem of the processing center 
returns a transaction response to the member institution. 
0063 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above process is as follows: 
0064. 1) the switching subsystem records an internal log; 
0065. 2) the management service package records an 
internal log. 
0066. The bankcard transaction exchange method further 
comprises a process for an exception transaction processing 
transaction initiated in online mode by a member institution 
using the system according to the invention, a transaction 
flow of which comprises the following steps: 

0067 1) the member institution initiates a transaction 
request in online mode to the Switching Subsystem of the 
processing center; 
0068. 2) the switching subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction request to the management service 
package after receiving the transaction request; 
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0069. 3) the management service package returns a trans 
action response to the Switching Subsystem after receiving 
the transaction request; and 
0070 4) the switching subsystem of the processing center 
returns the transaction response to the member institution. 
0071 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above process is as follows: 

0072) 
log: 

1) the Switching Subsystem records a transaction 

0.073 2) the switching subsystem sends a transaction 
request to the management service package; 

0074 3) the management service package writes the 
received information into the backline database; 

0075 4) the exception transaction processing service 
package reads the transaction request information from the 
backline database for processing, and records a log in the 
backline database; 

0.076 5) the batch processing subsystem reads the trans 
action log and performs multi-cycle clearing; and 
0.077 6) if the receiving institution is in single message 
mode, the batch processing Subsystem records a settlement 
result to the backline database, and then the exception 
transaction processing service package sends the settlement 
result via messages in batches to a member institution; if the 
receiving institution is in dual message mode, the batch 
processing Subsystem forms a clearing file and writes it into 
a file-sharing space, then the file transferring Subsystem 
sends it to the member institution. 

0078. The bankcard transaction exchange method further 
comprises a process for an exception transaction processing 
transaction initiated by a network platform using the system 
according to the invention, a transaction flow of which 
comprises the following steps: 

0079 1) an operator of a member institution (sending 
party) logs in a backline portal and initiates an exception 
transaction processing transaction; 

0080 2) the portal forwards a transaction request to the 
exception transaction processing service package; 

0081 3) the exception transaction processing service 
package processes the transaction request according to ser 
vice rules and records it in the backline database, then 
returns a response to the portal; 

0082) 4) the portal returns the response to the operator of 
the member institution; 

0.083 5) the batch processing subsystem processes the 
transaction request recorded in the backline database, and 
writes a processing result to the backline database; 
0084 6) the management service package reads the pro 
cessing result of the above transaction request by the batch 
processing Subsystem from the backline database, and sends 
it to the Switching Subsystem; 

0085 7) the switching subsystem forwards the exception 
transaction processing result to a receiving institution; 

0086) 8) the same as 6): 
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0087 9) the switching subsystem forwards the exception 
transaction processing result to the sending institution; 

0088 10) the receiving institution returns a response to 
the Switching Subsystem; 

0089. 11) the switching subsystem forwards the response 
to the management service package; 

0090 12) the sending institution returns a response to the 
Switching Subsystem; 

0091) 13) the same as 11). 
0092. In the above process, both the sending institution 
and the receiving institution require the system to return the 
exception transaction processing result to the respective 
institution in advance. If the receiving institution does not 
have the above requirement, then Steps 6, 7, 10 and 11 are 
not required; if the sending institution does not have the 
above requirement, then Steps 8, 9, 12 and 13 are not 
required. 

0093 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above process is as follows: 
0094) 1) the exception transaction processing service 
package records a transaction log; 

0095 2) the batch processing subsystem reads the trans 
action log for multi-batch clearing; 

0096 3) the batch processing subsystem records a settle 
ment result in the backline database, and forms a clearing 
file and writes it into a file-sharing space; 

0097. 4) the management service package reads the 
settlement result, and forms a transaction message and sends 
it to the Switching Subsystem; and 

0098 5) the switching subsystem records an internal log. 

0099. The bankcard transaction exchange method further 
comprises a process for a management-type transaction 
initiated by a network platform using the system according 
to the invention, a transaction flow of which comprises the 
following steps: 

0.100 1) an operator of the processing center logs in a 
service portal and initiates a management-type transaction; 

0.101) 2) the portal forwards a transaction request to the 
management Service package; 

0102 3) the management service package forwards the 
transaction to the Switching Subsystem; 

0.103 4) the switching subsystem forwards the transac 
tion to a member institution; 

0.104 5) the member institution returns a transaction 
response to the Switching Subsystem; 

0105 6) the switching subsystem forwards the transac 
tion response to the management service package; 

0106 7) the management service package forwards the 
transaction response to the service portal; and 

0.107) 8) the portal returns the transaction response to the 
operator. 
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0108 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above process is as follows: 
0109 1) the management service package records an 
internal transaction log; 
0110 2) the switching subsystem records an internal 
transaction log. 
0111. The bankcard transaction exchange method further 
comprises a process for a management operation initiated by 
a network platform using the system according to the 
invention, a transaction flow of which comprises the fol 
lowing steps: 

0112 1) an operator of the processing center logs in a 
service portal and initiates a management operation trans 
action; 

0113 2) the portal forwards an operation request to the 
management Service package; 

0114 3) the management service package modifies con 
figuration parameters of the security and management data 
base, and “maps” it to the switching database via Relational 
Connect mechanism of database, then sends a data synchro 
nization instruction to the Switching Subsystem; 
0115) 4) the switching subsystem reads the configuration 
parameters modified in the Switching database and refreshes 
its memory, then returns a response to the management 
Service package; 

0116 5) the management service package forwards the 
response to the portal; and 
0117 6) the portal returns the response to the operator. 
0118 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above process is as follows: 
0119) 1) the management service package modifies con 
figuration parameters in the security and management data 
base; 

0120 2) the database “maps” the data to the switching 
database using Relational Connect mechanism thereof; 
0121 3) the switching subsystem reads the configuration 
parameters and refreshes its memory. 

0122) The bankcard transaction exchange method further 
comprises a process for processing batch files using the 
system according to the invention, comprising the following 
steps: 

0123 1) an operator of a member institution logs in a 
portal and initiates a batch file upload transaction, or the 
member institution uploads batch files via the file transfer 
ring Subsystem; 

0124 2) the processing center records file transferring 
information via the file transferring Subsystem or the man 
agement service package (called by the portal) and then 
returns a response to the uploading party, after the process 
ing center receives the files; 
0125 3) the file transferring subsystem writes the 
received files into a file-sharing space; 
0126 4) the batch processing subsystem reads data from 
the file-sharing space for processing: 
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0127. 5) the batch processing subsystem writes the pro 
cessing result into the backline database; 
0128 6) the management service package reads the pro 
cessing result information from the backline database; 
0.129 7) the management service package informs the 
Switching Subsystem of sending the processing result to a 
receiving party; 
0.130) 8) the switching subsystem sends the processing 
result to the receiving party; 
0131 9) the receiving party returns a response to the 
Switching Subsystem; and 
0132) 10) the switching subsystem forwards the response 
to the management service package. 
0.133 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above process is as follows: 
0.134 1) an operator of a member institution logs in a 
portal, or the member institution uploads batch files to a 
file-sharing space via the file transferring Subsystem; 
0.135 2) the processing center records the file transferring 
information in the backline database via the file transferring 
Subsystem or the management service package (called by the 
portal) after receiving the files; 
0.136 3) the batch processing subsystem reads the file 
information from the file-sharing space at determinated 
timing: 
0.137 4) the batch processing subsystem records the file 
information in the backline database after processing: 
0.138 5) the management service package reads the file 
processing result, and forms a transaction message and 
sends it to the Switching Subsystem; and 
0.139 6) the switching subsystem records an internal log. 
0140. By implementing the present system, a high-effi 
ciency, stable exchange network and settlement network 
may be provided for bankcard transaction exchange. Spe 
cifically, the novel system has the following characteristics: 
1) High Performance, i.e., the rate of transaction Switching 
processing is high, for example, the design index of the 
present system is that the average transaction processing rate 
should reach over 650 transactions per second on average, 
and over 3000 transactions per second at peak time, that is, 
over 24,000,000 transactions per day on average, and over 
52,000,000 transactions per day at peak time, and under the 
test environment shown in Table 1, the actual processing 
capacity is not less than 10000 transactions per second; 2) 
High Reliability and High Availability, that is, the occur 
rence frequency of failure is low, and the fault-free ratio can 
reach 99.99%; 4) High Extensibility, that is, the system may 
be extended easily, for example, the transverse and longi 
tudinal expansion capabilities both can reach above 0.8. 
wherein, transverse expansion means adding computers for 
processing, longitudinal expansion means improving the 
processing capability of the computer itself; 5) High Man 
ageability, that is, it is easy for management, and high 
manageability may be realized via parameterized design of 
the system and the management measures on parameters. 
Therefore, the present system may be adapted to the require 
ments of the rapid growth of bankcard transactions in a 
rather long time period. 
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TABLE 1. 

partial configurations of the test environment 
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GIGABIT 
OPTICAL 
FIBER 

PHYSICAL LOGICAL CPU HARD NETWORK 
SERVER PARTITION NUMBER (LINES) MEMORY DISK CARD 

1 XP690 SWITCHING 1. 32:1.7 G S6 GB 4:36.4 GB MORE 
DATABASE THAN 2 
SERVER 

4 XP6SO SWITCHING 4 8*1.45 G 8 GB 2:36.4 GB 4 
APPLICATION 
SERVER 

2 XP6SO COMMUNICATION 2 8*145 G 8 GB 6:36.4 GB 12 
SERVER 

0141. It should be pointed out that the system of the invention has a Switching Subsystem, a batch processing 
invention may also be used to process transactions which are 
initiated through non-bankcard, Such as transactions initi 
ated through a common bank account. The present system 
may accomplish the corresponding transaction request, so 
long as a transaction terminal delivers necessary transaction 
information, i.e., the bankcard information or the common 
bank account information, together with other transaction 
information Such as transaction type, transaction amount and 
so on, to the system. 
0142. If the acquiring party and the card-issuing party 
acting as member institutions of the system according to the 
invention are the same bank, then the transactions processed 
by the system are intra-bank transactions; if the acquiring 
party and the card-issuing party are different banks or 
specialized service institutions, then the transactions pro 
cessed by the system are cross-bank transactions; and if the 
acquiring party and the card-issuing party are cross-region, 
cross-nation banks or institutions, then the transactions 
processed by the system are cross-nation transactions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0143. The invention will now be described in detail in 
conjunction with the drawings, however, the description of 
the embodiments are illustrative only, without limiting the 
Scope of the invention. 
014.4 FIG. 1 is a structural representation of an existing 
exchange network; 
0145 FIG. 2 is a structural representation of the network 
of the system according to the invention; 
0146 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the topo 
logical structure of the system according to the invention; 
0147 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing the design 
structure of the system according to the invention; 
0148 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing the distri 
bution structure of subsystems of the invention; 
014.9 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram showing the distri 
bution structure of subsystems when the system of the 
invention only has a Switching Subsystem and a batch 
processing Subsystem; 
0150 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram showing the distri 
bution structure of subsystems when the system of the 

Subsystem and an exception transaction processing service 
package; 

0151 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram showing the distri 
bution structure of subsystems when the system of the 
invention only has a Switching Subsystem, a batch process 
ing Subsystem, a security Subsystem and an exception trans 
action processing Service package. 

0152 FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram showing the distri 
bution structure of subsystems when the system of the 
invention only has a Switching Subsystem, a batch process 
ing Subsystem, a security Subsystem, an exception transac 
tion processing service package and a management service 
package; 

0.153 FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram showing the dis 
tribution structure of subsystems when the system of the 
invention only has a Switching Subsystem, a batch process 
ing Subsystem, a security Subsystem, an exception transac 
tion processing service package, a management service 
package and a risk sharing Service package; 

0154 FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram showing the dis 
tribution structure of subsystems when the system of the 
invention is only lack of a query and report service package 
and a stand-in authorization Subsystem; 

0.155 FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram showing the dis 
tribution structure of subsystems when the system of the 
invention is only lack of a stand-in authorization Subsystem; 
0156 FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram showing data 
distribution and access relationship of the system according 
to the invention; 

0157 FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram showing the call 
relationship between subsystems of the invention: 

0158 FIG. 15 is a structure diagram of the constitution of 
a Switching Subsystem; 

0159 FIG. 16 is a block diagram of a batch processing 
subsystem of the invention which employs a self-determi 
nation settlement system; 

0.160 FIG. 17 is a block diagram of a batch processing 
subsystem of the invention which employs an unself-deter 
mination settlement system; 
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0161 FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram showing a trans 
action flow of a finance-type transaction initiated in online 
mode by a member institution using the system of the 
invention; 
0162 FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram showing a data flow 
of a finance-type transaction initiated in online mode by a 
member institution using the system of the invention; 
0163 FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram showing a trans 
action flow of a management-type transaction initiated in 
online mode by a member institution using the system of the 
invention; 
0164 FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram showing a trans 
action flow of an exception transaction processing transac 
tion initiated in online mode by a member institution using 
the system of the invention; 
0165 FIG.22 is a schematic diagram showing a data flow 
of an exception transaction processing transaction initiated 
in online mode by a member institution using the system of 
the invention; 
0166 FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram showing a trans 
action flow of an exception transaction processing transac 
tion initiated by a network platform using the system accord 
ing to the invention; 
0167 FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram showing a data flow 
of an exception transaction processing transaction initiated 
by a network platform using the system according to the 
invention; 
0168 FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram showing a trans 
action flow of a management-type transaction initiated by a 
network platform using the system according to the inven 
tion; 
0169 FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram showing a trans 
action flow of a management operation initiated by a net 
work platform using the system according to the invention; 
0170 FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram showing a data flow 
of a management operation initiated by a network platform 
using the system according to the invention; 
0171 FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram showing a deliv 
ering and processing flow of batch files of the system 
according to the invention; 
0172 FIG. 29 is a schematic diagram showing a data flow 
of the delivering and processing flow of batch files of the 
system according to the invention; 
0173 FIG. 30 is a schematic diagram in which a flow 
scheduling module controls a processing flow when the 
batch processing Subsystem of the invention performs self 
determination settlement. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

0174 As shown in FIG. 2, which is a schematic diagram 
of a novel system according to the invention, as different 
from the systems of the prior art, the present system has a 
unified processing center and a corresponding local backup 
center and a remote backup center, etc., and no regional 
centers will exist any longer. Member institutions are con 
nected to the processing center and the remote backup center 
directly via a network. Wherein, the processing center and 
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the local backup center are connected directly, and the local 
backup center and the remote backup center are connected 
directly, while the processing center and the remote backup 
center are not connected directly. As shown in the figure, the 
member institutions include several banks, several special 
ized service institutions, several ATM front-end processors, 
several POS front-end processors, several payment gateway 
front-end processors, several mobile payment front-end pro 
cessors and several public payment platform front-end pro 
CSSOS. 

0.175. The structure of the system according to the inven 
tion will be described in various aspects hereinafter. 
0176 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the topo 
logical structure of the system. Wherein: 

0177) Communication server 1808: it is responsible for 
the communication access during an online transaction 
between member institutions 41, 42, other users 43 and the 
system. 

0.178 Switching application server 1308: it is responsible 
for the Switching of a local card transaction. 
0179 Switching database server 1306: it is responsible 
for storing transaction logs related to the Switching. This 
server, the stand-in authorization database server 1206 and 
the security and management database server are mutual hot 
backup devices, that is, the Switching database server, the 
stand-in authorization data server and the server on which 
the security and management database is arranged are all 
equipped with a corresponding database for Switching, 
stand-in authorization, and security and management. Dur 
ing a transaction process, data corresponding to the Switch 
ing, stand-in authorization and security is synchronistically 
recorded on the three servers, and when failure occurs on 
any one of the three servers, other servers will be used in 
place of the failed server immediately, so that the normal 
operation of the system may be ensured. 

0180 Foreign card switching application server 1309: it 
is responsible for the Switching of a foreign card transaction. 
This server and the stand-in authorization application server 
1208 are mutual hot backup devices. 

0181 Stand-in authorization application server 1208: it is 
responsible for processing a stand-in authorization transac 
tion. This server and the foreign card Switching application 
server 1309 are mutual hot backup devices. 

0182 Stand-in authorization database server 1206: it is 
responsible for storing data related to stand-in authorization. 
This server and the switching database server 1306 are 
mutual hot backup devices. 

0183 Security application server 1508: it is responsible 
for providing a centralized security service to all the sub 
systems in the frontline part except the Switching application 
server and the foreign card Switching application server. For 
the processing of Switching and foreign card Switching, in 
consideration of performance, an encryption device will be 
called directly, so that the processing speed may be 
increased and the Switching throughput may be ensured. 

0.184 File transferring application server 1408: it is 
responsible for the file transferring and processing between 
member institutions 41, 42, other users 43 and the system. 
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0185. Internal WEB and DNS server 1901: it is respon 
sible for the WEB access and domain name resolution of the 
Intranet and Extranet. Firewall 1904 is also arranged 
between the internal WEB and DNS server 1901 and the 
Intranet and Extranet, so that security control may be 
performed. 

0186 External WEB and DNS server 1902: it is respon 
sible for the WEB access and domain name resolution of the 
Internet. A firewall is also arranged between the external 
WEB and DNS server 1902 and the Internet, so that security 
control may be performed. 

0187 User management application server 1048, which 
employs an LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) 
server: it is responsible for the unified management on users 
of the whole application system. In LDAP, there are two 
mechanisms for realizing user data storage, i.e., dedicated 
hierarchical data storage and the direct use of universal 
relational database. This server employs a configuration 
with two servers so as to form primary-secondary mode. 

0188 Backline J2EE application server 1008: it is 
responsible for processing the online services of the whole 
backline subsystem, which employs a J2EE architecture. 
0189 Batch processing application server 116: it is 
responsible for the batch processing of transactions and the 
shared storing of files. This server and the backline data 
warehouse server 1126 are mutual hot backup devices. 

0190. Backline data warehouse server 1126: it is respon 
sible for storing transaction data, configuration parameter, 
management parameter, transaction historical data, and 
transaction analyzing and security data, etc. of the whole 
application system. Three databases are established on this 
server, i.e., security and management database, backline 
database and historical database respectively. This server 
and the batch processing application server 116 are mutual 
hot backup devices. Wherein, the security and management 
database is mainly used for storing system online transaction 
security data and application system configuration data; the 
backline database is mainly used for storing a copy of batch 
processing log data, settlement detail data and institution 
information; and the historical database is mainly used for 
storing a copy of historical transaction data, intermediate 
statistical data and institution information. 

0191 NFS server 1406: it is responsible for providing a 
public file service to each subsystem via standard Network 
Files Service (NFS). 

0192 The general hierarchical logical structure of the 
application system according to the invention is shown in 
FIG. 4, which mainly comprises infrastructure layer 1701, 
data processing layer 1702, middleware layer 1703 and 
application layer 1704, wherein the infrastructure layer 1701 
includes a network, a host, an operating system, etc. of the 
invention; the data processing layer 1702 refers to various 
databases; the middleware layer 1703 is mainly divided into 
OLTP (Online Transaction Processing) middleware and 
J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) middleware; the applica 
tion layer 1704 includes application ware 17041 for switch 
ing, file transferring, stand-in authorization and batch pro 
cessing etc., security application ware 17042, and 
application ware 17043 for exception transaction, manage 
ment, query and report, risk information share, and portal. 
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0193 The OLTP middleware, the J2EE middleware and 
the databases are established based on the infrastructure 
layer 1701. At the same time, the OLTP middleware is 
connected with a Switching Subsystem, a file transferring 
Subsystem, a stand-in authorization Subsystem, a batch pro 
cessing Subsystem and a management service package; the 
J2EE middleware is connected with an exception transaction 
processing service package, a query and report service 
package, a risk information sharing service package and a 
portal. The subsystems connected respectively with the 
above middlewares may provide a Sophisticated, high-effi 
ciency inter-process communication mechanism, together 
with more effective operation managing and monitoring 
measures, so that the communication among Subsystems 
will be more simple, reliable and secure, and a most effective 
load balancing capability, a better system availability and 
extensibility may be achieved. 
0194 In FIG. 4, although the management service pack 
age is shown as connected with an exception transaction 
processing service package, a query and report service 
package, a risk information sharing service package and a 
portal, in fact, it is connected with the OLTP middleware, 
rather than the J2EE middleware. The management service 
package is shown together with other parts of the backline 
Subsystem simply because it also belongs to the backline 
Subsystem. 

0.195 The distribution and the relationship between sub 
systems and other related service packages of the invention 
are shown in FIG. 5, wherein the system comprises all of the 
subsystems and the service packages. In FIG. 5, the dashed 
line refers to the direct communication relationship between 
each Subsystem, the Solid line refers to the communication 
relationship between the security subsystem and other sub 
systems, and the heavy Solid line refers to database access or 
file access. The functions of each Subsystem and service 
package are described briefly as follows: 
0.196 Switching subsystem 13: it is responsible for con 
necting each member institution, receiving and forwarding a 
transaction request and a response, and providing a routing 
service and recording logs. 
0.197 File transferring subsystem 14: it is responsible for 
the file transferring with the member institutions, and it is a 
main interface for file exchange between the system and the 
member institutions. Its main functions include external file 
transferring function, information exchange function with 
internal Subsystems and file cleaning function. It is used for 
ensuring the Smoothness of online transaction communica 
tion channel, and increasing the overall system operating 
efficiency. 

0198 Stand-in authorization subsystem 12: it is respon 
sible for accomplishing stand-in authorization of a transac 
tion according to the agreement with each member bank. Its 
functions specifically include quota control, accumulated 
amount control and accumulated transaction number con 
trol, etc., together with log recording, charge calculation, 
transaction check (such as security check and account valid 
ity check), etc. 
0199 Batch processing subsystem 11: it is responsible 
for clearing and settling a transaction in a way agreed on 
with a member institution. It supports self-determination 
settlement mode and unself-determination settlement mode, 
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and Supports single message and dual message settlement 
ways, and it is responsible for processing various transaction 
capital settlements and various service charge settlements. 
Such settlements include: settlement of capital and service 
charge of a transaction Such as POS consumption, ATM cash 
withdrawal and so on; and profit allocation of service charge 
among the institutions participating in the transaction. 
0200 Exception transaction processing service package 
102: it is responsible for processing the wrong account or 
Suspicious account generated during a transaction. Its main 
functions include original transaction matching, exception 
transaction file processing, transaction period control and 
exception transaction settlement file generating, etc. it is 
used so that not only the efficiency of the system exchange 
network will not be affected, but also the exception trans 
action will be settled in time. It supports three access modes: 
online transaction (message delivery similar to that of a 
normal transaction), file transferring and Web (logging on a 
Web page). 
0201 Query and report service package 103: it is respon 
sible for providing information query, report making, ana 
lyzing and obtaining to internal and external institutions. Its 
main functions include data collecting, online query, report 
making, report generating and report providing, etc., and it 
may also provide report customization function, so that it is 
very convenient and the system efficiency may also be 
increased. 

0202 Risk information sharing service package 101: it is 
responsible for collecting, processing and distributing vari 
ous risk information, preventing a forbidden transaction 
from occurring, and lowering transaction risk, and internally 
sharing a list of payment forbidding, transaction rejection, 
forbidden cardholders, forbidden card-holding enterprises 
and forbidden merchants, etc. and the related detail records 
for the member institutions and the system. 
0203 Management service package 104: it is responsible 
for the unified management on member institution informa 
tion and system parameters, and for the online management 
on the transferring and processing of a transaction. Its main 
functions include: adding, deleting, modifying, querying and 
activating of institution information and system parameters; 
online sign-in and sign-out; key reset; system monitoring, 
etc. 

0204] Service portal 100: it is responsible for providing a 
unified, easy-to-use operating interface with the uniform 
style to various operators of the system. 
0205 Security subsystem 15: it is responsible for pro 
viding security control measures at various layers, and 
ensuring that the system operates safely. Its main functions 
include user right control, user validity verification, key 
management, algorithm deposit, encryption and decryption, 
password check, file encryption control, MAC (Message 
Authentication Code) calculation and check, log recording 
and so on. 

0206 Wherein, the switching subsystem 13 is connected 
directly with the switching database 131, for writing data to 
and reading data from the switching database 131; the batch 
processing Subsystem 11 is connected directly with the 
historical database 16, the backline database 17 and the 
file-sharing space 18, for reading data therefrom and writing 
data thereto; the stand-in authorization Subsystem 12 is 
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connected directly with the stand-in authorization database 
121, for writing data to and reading data from the stand-in 
authorization database 121; at the same time, all of the 
Subsystems and the service packages except the batch pro 
cessing Subsystem 11 and the query and report service 
package 103 are connected with the security and manage 
ment database 151, for writing data to and reading data from 
the security and management database 151; the file trans 
ferring subsystem 14 is connected directly with the file 
sharing space 18, for writing files thereto and reading files 
therefrom. 

0207. The switching database 131 and the stand-in autho 
rization database 121 are both connected logically with the 
historical database 16 and the backline database 17, and the 
management service package 104 starts a data transfer 
program to write a Switching log and a stand-in authoriza 
tion log to the historical database 16 and the backline 
database 17; the batch processing subsystem 11 reads a 
Switching log, a stand-in authorization log, an exception 
transaction processing log and so on from the backline 
database 17, performs clearing and settlement, and writes a 
settlement result to the backline database 17; at the same 
time, the batch processing Subsystem 11 generates several 
files and writes them to the file-sharing space 18. 
0208. The risk sharing service package 101, the excep 
tion transaction processing service package 102, the query 
and report service package 103 and the management service 
package 104 appear together in the form of backline Sub 
system 10, and the unified portal 100 is arranged for 
interacting with external users or internal users. The back 
line subsystem 10 is directly connected with the historical 
database 16, the backline database 17 and the file-sharing 
space 18, for reading data therefrom and writing data 
thereto. 

0209 Direct data communication occurs between each 
Subsystem and service package. At the same time, each 
Subsystem and service package is connected with the Secu 
rity Subsystem and obtains the corresponding security Ser 
W1C. 

0210. The switching subsystem 13 and the file transfer 
ring Subsystem 14 are connected with an external system 
and can receive a transaction request or an uploaded file 
from the external system. After processing, the Switching 
subsystem 13 or the file transferring subsystem 14 returns 
the corresponding processing result to the external system in 
the form of a message or file. 
0211 The core parts of the system are the switching 
Subsystem and the batch processing Subsystem, with which 
the basic function of the system, i.e., Switching and settle 
ment, may be realized. When the system only has the above 
two subsystems, the distribution relationship of the sub 
systems is shown as in FIG. 6, wherein: 
0212. The switching subsystem 13 is connected directly 
with the switching database 131, for writing data to and 
reading data from the switching database 131; the batch 
processing Subsystem 11 is directly connected with the 
historical database 16 and the backline database 17, for 
reading data therefrom and writing data thereto. 
0213 The switching database 131 is connected logically 
with the backline database 17, and writes a switching log to 
the backline database 17 by a data transfer program; the 
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batch processing Subsystem 11 reads the Switching log from 
the backline database 17, performs clearing and settlement, 
and writes a settlement result to the backline database 17. In 
Such a case, the batch processing Subsystem 11 no longer 
generates files, instead, it feeds back the settlement result to 
an external system via the Switching Subsystem 13. 
0214) Direct data communication occurs between the 
Switching Subsystem 13 and the batch processing Subsystem 
11. 

0215. The switching subsystem 13 is connected with an 
external system, and it can receive a transaction request sent 
from the external system. After processing, Switching Sub 
system 13 returns the corresponding processing result to the 
external system. 
0216 Based on FIG. 6, if an exception transaction pro 
cessing service package is added, then the system may 
realize exception transaction processing, in addition to 
Switching and settlement, so that the functions of the system 
may be reinforced. when the system has the above switching 
Subsystem and batch processing Subsystem, as well as an 
exception transaction processing service package, the dis 
tribution relationship of the subsystems is shown as in FIG. 
7, wherein: 
0217. The switching subsystem 13 is connected directly 
with the switching database 131, for writing data to and 
reading data from the switching database 131; the batch 
processing Subsystem 11 is directly connected with the 
historical database 16 and the backline database 17, for 
reading data therefrom and writing data thereto; and the 
exception transaction processing service package is directly 
connected with the historical database 16 and the backline 
database 17, for reading data therefrom and writing data 
thereto. 

0218. The switching database 131 is connected logically 
with the backline database 17, and writes a switching log to 
the backline database 17 by a data transfer program; the 
batch processing Subsystem 11 reads the Switching log from 
the backline database 17, performs clearing and settlement, 
and writes a settlement result to the backline database 17. In 
Such a case, the batch processing Subsystem 11 no longer 
generates files, instead, it feeds back the settlement result to 
an external system via the Switching Subsystem 13. 
0219. The exception transaction processing service pack 
age 102 is connected directly with a portal, and an external 
user or an internal user initiates an exception transaction 
processing transaction to the exception transaction process 
ing service package 102 by logging in the portal. After 
processing, the exception transaction processing service 
package 102 writes a processing result to the backline 
database 17, at the same time, it returns the processing result 
to the portal. Then the portal sends the processing result to 
the initiating party or the receiving party. 
0220 Direct data communication occurs among the 
Switching Subsystem 13, the batch processing Subsystem 11 
and the exception transaction processing service package 
102. 

0221) The switching subsystem 13 is connected with an 
external system, and it can receive a transaction request sent 
from the external system. After processing, the Switching 
Subsystem 13 returns the corresponding processing result to 
the external system. 
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0222 Based on FIG. 7, if a security subsystem is further 
added, then the system may realize effective security con 
trol, in addition to Switching, settlement and exception 
transaction processing, so that system security may be 
improved. When the system has a Switching Subsystem, a 
batch processing Subsystem, a security Subsystem and an 
exception transaction processing service package, the dis 
tribution relationship of the subsystems is shown as in FIG. 
8, wherein: 
0223 The switching subsystem 13 is connected directly 
with the switching database 131, for writing data to and 
reading data from the switching database 131; the batch 
processing Subsystem 11 is directly connected with the 
historical database 16 and the backline database 17, for 
reading data therefrom and writing data thereto; the excep 
tion transaction processing service package 102 is connected 
directly with the historical database 16 and the backline 
database 17, for reading data therefrom and writing data 
thereto; all of the Subsystems, including the exception trans 
action processing service package 102, are connected with 
the security and management database 151, for reading data 
therefrom and writing data thereto. 
0224. The switching database 13 is connected logically 
with the backline database 17, and writes a switching log to 
the backline database 17 by a data transfer program; the 
batch processing Subsystem 11 reads the Switching log from 
the backline database 17, performs clearing and settlement, 
and writes a settlement result to the backline database 17. In 
Such a case, the batch processing Subsystem 11 no longer 
generates files, instead, it feeds back the settlement result to 
an external system via the Switching Subsystem 13. 
0225. The exception transaction processing service pack 
age 102 is connected directly with a portal, and an external 
user or an internal user initiates an exception transaction 
processing transaction to the exception transaction process 
ing service package 102 by logging in the portal. After 
processing, the exception transaction processing service 
package 102 writes a processing result to the backline 
database 17, at the same time, it returns the processing result 
to the portal. Then the portal sends the processing result to 
the initiating party or the receiving party. 
0226. The security subsystem 15 maintains data in a 
security database, and performs functions such as user right 
control, user validity verification, key management, algo 
rithm deposit, encryption and decryption, password check, 
file encryption control, MAC (Message Authentication 
Code) calculation and check, log recording and so on, 
according to the data therein. 
0227 Direct data communication occurs among the 
Switching Subsystem 13, the batch processing Subsystem 11, 
the exception transaction processing service package 102 
and the security subsystem 15; the switching subsystem 13, 
the batch processing Subsystem 11 and the exception trans 
action processing service package 102 all need to call a 
security service provided by the security subsystem 15, so as 
to accomplish necessary security check, and this relationship 
is omitted in the figure. 
0228. The switching subsystem 13 is connected with an 
external system, and it can receive a transaction request sent 
from the external system. After processing, the Switching 
Subsystem 13 returns the corresponding processing result to 
the external system. 
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0229 Based on FIG. 8, if a management service package 
is further added, then the system may realize functions such 
as management on member institutions and effective man 
agement on parameters, in addition to Switching and settle 
ment, exception transaction processing and security control. 
when the system has a Switching Subsystem, a batch pro 
cessing Subsystem, a security Subsystem, an exception trans 
action processing service package and a management Ser 
Vice package, the distribution relationship of the Subsystems 
is shown as in FIG. 9, wherein: 
0230. The exception transaction processing service pack 
age 102 and the management service package 104 exist in 
the system in the form of backline subsystem 10, and they 
are configured with a unified portal. The above two service 
packages are both connected directly with the portal and 
interact with external users or internal users via the portal. 
0231. The switching subsystem 13 is connected directly 
with the switching database 131, for writing data to and 
reading data from the switching database 131; the batch 
processing Subsystem 11 is directly connected with the 
historical database 16 and the backline database 17, for 
reading data therefrom and writing data thereto; the excep 
tion transaction processing service package 102 is connected 
directly with the historical database 16 and the backline 
database 17, for reading data therefrom and writing data 
thereto; all of the subsystems are connected with the security 
and management database 151, for reading data therefrom 
and writing data thereto. 
0232 The switching database 131 is connected logically 
with the backline database 17, and writes a switching log to 
backline database 17 by a data transfer program; the batch 
processing Subsystem 11 reads the Switching log from the 
backline database 17, performs clearing and settlement, and 
writes a settlement result to the backline database. In such a 
case, the batch processing Subsystem 11 no longer generates 
files, instead, it feeds back the settlement result to an 
external system via the Switching Subsystem 13. 
0233. An external user or an internal user initiates an 
exception transaction processing transaction to the excep 
tion transaction processing service package 102 by logging 
in the portal. After processing, the exception transaction 
processing service package 102 writes a processing result to 
the backline database 17, at the same time, it returns the 
processing result to the portal. Then the portal sends the 
processing result to the initiating party or the receiving party. 
0234. Likewise, an external user or an internal user sends 
a parameter modification request and so on to the manage 
ment service package 104 by logging in the portal. After 
processing, the management service package 104 writes a 
processing result to the security and management database 
151, at the same time, it returns the processing result to the 
portal. Then the portal sends the processing result to the 
initiating party or the receiving party. 
0235. The security subsystem 15 maintains security-re 
lated data in the security and management database, and 
performs functions such as user right control, user validity 
verification, key management, algorithm deposit, encryption 
and decryption, password check, file encryption control, 
MAC (Message Authentication Code) calculation and 
check, log recording and so on, according to the data therein. 
0236 Direct data communication occurs among the 
Switching Subsystem 13, the batch processing Subsystem 11, 
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the exception transaction processing service package 102. 
the management service package 104 and the security Sub 
system 15; the switching subsystem 13, the batch processing 
Subsystem 11 and the exception transaction processing Ser 
vice package 102 all need to call a security service provided 
by the security Subsystem 15, so as to accomplish necessary 
security check, and this relationship is omitted in the figure. 
0237) The switching subsystem 13 is connected with an 
external system, and it can receive a transaction request sent 
from the external system. After processing, the Switching 
Subsystem 13 returns the corresponding processing result to 
the external system. 
0238 Based on FIG. 9, if a risk sharing service package 

is further added, then the system may realize a risk infor 
mation service, in addition to functions such as Switching 
and settlement, exception transaction processing, security 
control and parameter management. when the system has a 
Switching Subsystem, a batch processing Subsystem, a secu 
rity Subsystem, an exception transaction processing service 
package, a management Service package and a risk sharing 
service package, the distribution relationship of the Sub 
systems is shown as in FIG. 10. Since the relationship 
therein is similar to that in FIG. 9, the description thereof 
will be omitted. 

0239 Based on FIG. 10, if a file transferring subsystem 
is further added, then the system may realize batch file 
processing, in addition to Switching and settlement, excep 
tion transaction processing, security control, parameter man 
agement and risk information service. when the system has 
a Switching Subsystem, a batch processing Subsystem, a 
security Subsystem, an exception transaction processing 
Service package, a management service package, a risk 
sharing service package and a file transferring Subsystem, 
the distribution relationship of the subsystems is shown as in 
FIG. 11, wherein: 

0240 The exception transaction processing service pack 
age 102, the management service package 104 and the risk 
sharing service package 101 exist in the system in the form 
of backline subsystem 10, and they are configured with a 
unified portal. The above three service packages are all 
connected directly with the portal, and interact with external 
users or internal users via the portal. 
0241 The switching subsystem 13 is connected directly 
with the switching database 131, for writing data to and 
reading data from the switching database 131; the batch 
processing Subsystem 11 is connected directly with the 
historical database 16, the backline database 17 and the 
file-sharing space 18, for reading data therefrom and writing 
data thereto; the backline subsystem 10 is connected directly 
with the historical database 16, the backline database 17 and 
the file-sharing space 18, for reading data therefrom and 
writing data thereto; all of the Subsystems are connected 
with the security and management database 151, for reading 
data therefrom and writing data thereto; the file transferring 
subsystem 14 is connected directly with the file-sharing 
space 18, for reading files therefrom and writing files 
thereto. 

0242. The switching database 131 is connected logically 
with the backline database 17, and the management service 
package 104 starts a data transfer program to write a 
switching log to the backline database 17; the batch pro 
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cessing Subsystem reads the Switching log from the backline 
database 17, performs clearing and settlement, and writes a 
settlement result to the backline database 17. In such a case, 
the batch processing Subsystem 11 generates a clearing file 
and writes it to the file-sharing space 18. 
0243 An external user or an internal user initiates an 
exception transaction processing transaction to the excep 
tion transaction processing service package 102 by logging 
in the portal. After processing, the exception transaction 
processing service package 102 writes a processing result to 
the backline database 17, at the same time, it returns the 
processing result to the portal. Then the portal sends the 
processing result to the initiating party or the receiving party. 

0244. Likewise, an external user or an internal user sends 
a parameter modification request and so on to the manage 
ment service package 104 by logging in the portal. After 
processing, the management service package 104 writes a 
processing result to the security and management database 
151, at the same time, it returns the processing result to the 
portal. Then the portal sends the processing result to a 
member institution. 

0245 Similarly, an external user or an internal user sends 
risk management information to the risk sharing service 
package by logging in the portal. After processing, the risk 
sharing service package returns a processing result to the 
portal, and then the portal sends the processing result to the 
initiating party. 
0246 The security subsystem 14 maintains security-re 
lated data in the security and management database, and 
performs functions such as user right control, user validity 
verification, key management, algorithm deposit, encryption 
and decryption, password check, file encryption control, 
MAC (Message Authentication Code) calculation and 
check, log recording and so on, according to the data therein. 
0247 Direct data communication occurs among the 
Switching Subsystem 13, the batch processing Subsystem 11, 
the exception transaction processing service package 102. 
the management service package 104, the risk sharing 
service package 101, the security subsystem 15 and the file 
transferring Subsystem 14; the Switching Subsystem 13, the 
batch processing subsystem 11, the backline subsystem 10 
and the file transferring subsystem 14 all need to call a 
security service provided by the security subsystem 15, so as 
to accomplish necessary security check, and this relationship 
is omitted in the figure. 
0248. The switching subsystem 13 and the file transfer 
ring Subsystem 14 are connected with an external system, 
and can receive a transaction request or an uploaded file 
from the external system. After processing, the Switching 
subsystem 13 or the file transferring subsystem 14 returns 
the corresponding processing result to the external system in 
the form of a message or file. 
0249 Based on FIG. 11, if a query and report service 
package is further added, then the system may realize query 
processing and report processing, in addition to Switching 
and settlement, exception transaction processing, security 
control, parameter management, risk information service 
and batch file processing. When the system has a Switching 
Subsystem, a batch processing Subsystem, a security Sub 
system, a file transferring Subsystem, an exception transac 
tion processing service package, a management service 
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package, a risk sharing service package and a query and 
report service package, the distribution relationship of the 
subsystems is shown in FIG. 12. Since the relationship 
therein is similar to that in FIG. 11, the description thereof 
will be omitted. 

0250 Based on FIG. 12, if a stand-in authorization sub 
system is further added, then the system will have all of the 
above functions as shown in FIG. 4, and it will not be 
described again here. 

0251 The database distribution and access structure of 
the system is shown in FIG. 13, wherein the single line refers 
to normal database access, the double line refers to data 
transfer and synchronization. 

0252) The switching database 131 stores switching trans 
action log information, authorization history log informa 
tion, refund history information in recent 45 days, store 
and-forward information, abnormity log information, 
synchronization temporary table, management log table and 
system event reporting table, etc. Wherein, the Switching 
transaction log information, the store-and-forward informa 
tion, the system abnormity log information, the synchroni 
Zation temporary table, the management log table and the 
system event reporting table employ a double-table configu 
ration, and data in the switching database 131 will be 
transferred to a remote backup center according to disaster 
recovery requirements of the system. 

0253) The stand-in authorization database 121 stores 
stand-in authorization log information, stand-in authoriza 
tion number management information, stand-in authoriza 
tion statistical information and system event reporting table, 
etc. Wherein, the stand-in authorization log, the stand-in 
authorization number management and the system event 
reporting table employ a double-table configuration, which 
can also meet disaster recovery requirements of the system. 

0254 Files stored in the file-sharing space 18 include: a 
dual message settlement file, an IC card settlement file, a 
chronological file, an exception transaction file, a stand-in 
collection/stand-in payment file, a shared information file, a 
report file and so on, which can also meet disaster recovery 
requirements of the system. 

0255 Transaction security data are stored in the LDAP 
(Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) server, which is a 
user application server employing LDAP mechanism. Spe 
cifically, the transaction security data includes various data 
key information, security Subsystem configuration informa 
tion, security audit information, etc.; and identity authenti 
cation data, which specifically include user attribute, right 
information etc. 

0256 Security data and management data that have a 
Small Volume and change infrequently are stored in the 
security and management database 151. This database is 
accessed by all of the Subsystems. 

0257 The historical database 16 stores transaction log 
data, abnormity log data and a system event reporting table 
transferred from the Switching database and the stand-in 
authorization database by a data transfer program, a system 
event reporting table transferred from other databases, and 
various Summary tables and historical transaction logs that 
are required to be stored for a long term. 
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0258. The backline database 17 is used for storing trans 
action log data, settlement-generated data, management 
transaction log data, exception transaction processing trans 
action logs and risk data transferred from the Switching 
database and the stand-in authorization database. 

0259. The switching subsystem 13 is connected with the 
Switching database 131 and the security and management 
database 151, for reading data therefrom or writing data 
thereto; the stand-in authorization Subsystem 12 is con 
nected with the stand-in authorization database 121 and the 
security and management database 151, for reading data 
therefrom or writing data thereto; the batch processing 
subsystem 11 is connected with the backline database 17, the 
historical database 16, the security and management data 
base 151 and the file-sharing space 18, for reading data 
therefrom or writing data thereto; the security subsystem 15 
is connected with the security and management database 151 
and the user management application server, for reading data 
therefrom or writing data thereto; the backline subsystem 10 
is connected with the backline database 17, the historical 
database 16 and the file-sharing space 18, for reading data 
therefrom or writing data thereto; the file transferring sub 
system 14 is connected with the security and management 
database 151 and the file-sharing space 18, for reading data 
therefrom or writing data thereto; at the same time, in order 
to improve system processing efficiency and to be processed 
via the batch processing Subsystem, the system starts a data 
transfer program via the management service package to 
transfer switching logs in the Switching database 131, stand 
in authorization logs in the stand-in authorization database 
121 and abnormity information and system event report in 
the security and management database 151 to the historical 
database 16 and the backline database 17, so as to be ready 
for being further processed; the management service pack 
age 104 in the backline subsystem will modify the corre 
sponding parameters stored in the security and management 
database 151. After the modification comes into effect, each 
Subsystem reads the modified parameters Synchronistically 
and updates its memory synchronistically, so that synchro 
nization of parameter data can be realized. 
0260. After the above database division, in order to 
prevent the processing performance from being lowered due 
to simultaneous access of the security and management 
database (such as institution information) and the backline 
database/the historical database required by some batch 
processing operations and query and report operations, a 
copy will be reserved in the backline database and the 
historical database, and data consistency protection will be 
realized by a way of two-stage Submission. 
0261 FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram showing the rela 
tionship among the Subsystems of the invention, wherein the 
Switching Subsystem 13 is connected with the stand-in 
authorization Subsystem 11 and communicates by the 
mutual sending of messages; the Switching Subsystem 13 is 
connected with the management service package 104 and 
communicates via the mutual sending of messages; the 
switching subsystem 13 is connected with the exception 
transaction processing service package 102 and communi 
cates via the mutual sending of messages; the security 
subsystem 15 is connected with the other subsystems, and 
the security service of the security subsystem 15 will be 
called by the other Subsystems. During message communi 
cation, the switching subsystem 13 is the core of the whole 
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system, and it is responsible not only for the message 
switching between external institutions, but also for the 
exchange message Switching between each internal Sub 
system and the external institutions; at the same time, in 
another type of message communication, the management 
service package 104 sends management control commands 
to the other Subsystems, such as starting a batch processing, 
starting a cut-off and so on; and the management service 
package 104 realizes data synchronization by updating man 
agement parameters stored in the security and management 
database 151. 

0262 FIG. 15 is a structure diagram of the constitution of 
the Switching Subsystem, which comprises a communication 
module, a transaction Switching module, a transaction moni 
toring module, an abnormity processing module and a 
management module. Wherein, the communication module 
further comprises a communication gateway service Sub 
module, a Subsystem interface service Submodule and disas 
ter-recovery backup Switching notification service Submod 
ule, which are independent from each other; the transaction 
Switching module further comprises a transaction receiving 
service Submodule, a transaction processing service Sub 
module and a transaction sending service Submodule; the 
transaction monitoring module further comprises a timeout 
monitoring service Submodule and a store-and-forward 
monitoring service Submodule. 
0263. The function of the communication module is only 
limited to communication, wherein the communication gate 
way service Submodule is responsible for managing the 
connection with each member institution; the Subsystem 
interface service submodule is responsible for the commu 
nication between the internal Subsystems and the Switching 
Subsystem; the disaster-recovery backup Switching notifica 
tion service Submodule is responsible for receiving instruc 
tions from a management general control service, establish 
ing a duplex connection with a member institution, and 
sending a disaster-recovery backup Switching notification to 
the member institution, in case of disaster-recovery backup. 
0264. Specifically, the transaction switching module, 
which is the core of the Switching Subsystem, is responsible 
for forwarding transaction service processing. Wherein, the 
transaction receiving service Submodule is responsible for 
converting messages, and obtaining critical transaction 
information needed by the switching subsystem from the 
messages. The transaction receiving service is divided into 
foreign card transaction receiving service and local card 
transaction receiving service. All of the transactions are 
firstly received via the local card transaction receiving 
service. This service determines whether a transaction is 
local card transaction, if yes, then it delivers the transaction 
to the transaction processing service directly; otherwise, it 
delivers the transaction to the foreign card transaction 
receiving service, and then the foreign card transaction 
receiving service delivers the transaction to the transaction 
processing service Submodule. The transaction processing 
service Submodule processes all the transactions entering the 
Switching Subsystem, including requests sent form an 
acquiring party, responses returned by a card-issuing party 
and transactions sent from other Subsystems in the process 
ing center, and stores the message information into a data 
base. The transaction sending service Submodule is respon 
sible for accomplishing operations related to message 
sending etc., wherein all of the outgoing messages sent from 
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the Switching Subsystem must be accomplished by this 
Submodule, specifically including receiving internal trans 
action messages delivered by the transaction processing 
service Submodule, the store-and-forward monitoring ser 
Vice Submodule and the abnormity processing module: 
determining routing information of a message according to 
a card BIN (Bank Identification Number), a transaction code 
and an institution code contained in the message; performing 
security check operation on the message, including MAC 
(Message Authentication Code) generation, ARPC (Autho 
rization Response Cryptogram) generation and ARQC 
(Authorization Request Cryptogram) verification, etc.; if the 
message is to be sent to a member institution, performing a 
packetizing operation, and then sending the message to a 
communication gateway, and if the message is to be sent to 
the other internal Subsystems, then calling the Subsystem 
interface service to deliver the message to the other internal 
Subsystems for processing. 
0265. The above MAC generation is used for checking 
the validity of the message source: the ARPC generation is 
used for authenticating the card-issuing bank by the card in 
an IC card transaction; and the ARQC verification is used for 
authenticating the card by the card-issuing bank in an IC 
card transaction. 

0266 The transaction monitoring module performs tim 
eout monitoring on a transaction request sent to the card 
issuing party, and monitors and manages a store-and-for 
ward transaction. Wherein, the timeout monitoring service 
Submodule performs timeout control on all authorization 
type transactions and finance-type transactions; the store 
and-forward service Submodule is responsible for sending 
transaction request data of refund, reversal, deposit confir 
mation, transfer-in confirmation, settlement notification and 
exception transaction processing notification to the card 
issuing party once at a certain time interval, until transaction 
response data is returned from the card-issuing party. 
0267 The abnormity processing module receives abnor 
mal processing requests from other services of the Switching 
Subsystem and records error logs, and determines whether to 
send a reject response to the acquiring party, or whether to 
initiate a reversal request to the card-issuing party, according 
to transaction request/response type, service name, error 
code, transaction type (transaction code) and so on related to 
the abnormity. 
0268 As described at the beginning, the system accord 
ing to the invention has two main functions of transaction 
and settlement, and it may be an acquiring network and a 
settlement network of various bankcards at the same time. 
Therefore, according to functional classification, the settle 
ment system is a very important part. The fund settlement 
service of the processing center 1 includes clearing, settle 
ment and fund transfer. Similarly, according to different 
settlement modes, the clearing mode may be divided into 
self-determination clearing and unself-determination clear 
1ng. 

0269 FIG. 16 is a block diagram of the batch processing 
Subsystem employing self-determination settlement system, 
which comprises a management communication forwarding 
module, a flow scheduling control module, a file checking 
module, a log and charge processing module, a file process 
ing module and an auxiliary processing module. Wherein, 
the management communication forwarding module, the 
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flow scheduling control module and the file checking mod 
ule belong to a control module. 
0270. The flow scheduling control module, which is the 
core of the whole batch processing Subsystem, mainly 
performs message transferring (via the management com 
munication forwarding module) with other Subsystems, pro 
cess scheduling and so on. It schedules other modules 
orderly via flow Scheduling control according to a pre 
defined processing flow, so that all the service-required 
functions of the batch processing Subsystem, except file 
processing (checking and loading), may be realized. 
0271 The file checking module continually queries a file 
information table at a predetermined time interval, and sends 
file information to a file loading module when it finds that 
file reception is completed. 
0272. The log and charge processing module performs 
log clearing and service charge calculation. Specifically, this 
module further comprises a Switching log processing Sub 
module, a dual message log processing Submodule, a stand 
in collection and Stand-in payment log processing Submod 
ule and an exception transaction log processing Submodule. 
Wherein, the Switching log processing Submodule performs 
Switching log clearing by using multiple processes; the dual 
message log processing Submodule provides multiple pro 
cesses for performing dual message log clearing; the stand 
in collection and Stand-in payment log processing Submod 
ule provides multiple processes for performing stand-in 
collection and Stand-in payment log clearing; the exception 
transaction log processing Submodule is used for charging 
and clearing exception transaction logs. 
0273. The file processing module is mainly used for the 
distributing and loading of files, which specifically com 
prises a file loading Submodule, a file generating Submodule 
and a feedback file generating submodule. Wherein, the file 
loading Submodule is a set of file loading service processes 
corresponding to different file formats, for loading file 
records to the corresponding database tables (or intermediate 
tables), specifically including dual message settlement pre 
processing, dual message cancellation transaction process 
ing, exception transaction file recording processing and risk 
file recording processing; the file generating Submodule is 
used for writing database table records to a file in a prede 
termined format, and it is a set of file generating service 
processes corresponding to different file formats; the feed 
back file generating Submodule is used for writing database 
table reject or feedback (statistical) records into a file in a 
predetermined format. 
0274 The auxiliary processing module mainly performs 
auxiliary processing, and it has the functions of abnormal 
data cleaning, parameter loading, daily backup cleaning and 
risk library file processing, etc. The auxiliary processing 
module comprises a daily backup cleaning Submodule, a risk 
file recording processing Submodule and an abnormal data 
cleaning submodule. Wherein, the daily backup settlement 
Submodule is used for performing data cleaning and backup 
at the end of each day; the risk file recording processing 
Submodule is used for processing risk sharing information 
files, and performing addition, deletion or modification 
operations on risk sharing information records in a database 
table by risk sharing information file records; the abnormal 
data cleaning Submodule is used for cleaning the remaining 
data before the restart of a clearing process. 
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0275. The above self-determination settlement refers to a 
settlement initiated initiatively by the system, wherein the 
settlement data is based on the information recorded and 
collected by the system. 
0276 FIG. 17 is a block diagram of a batch processing 
Subsystem employing unself-determination settlement sys 
tem, which comprises a management communication for 
warding module, a flow Scheduling control module, a file 
checking module, a log and charge processing module, a file 
generation and backup processing module and a file loading 
module. Wherein, the management communication forward 
ing module, the flow scheduling control module and the file 
checking module belongs to a control module. 
0277. The flow scheduling control module, which is the 
core of the whole batch processing Subsystem, mainly 
performs message transferring (via the management com 
munication forwarding module) with the other Subsystems, 
process Scheduling and so on. It schedules other modules 
orderly via flow scheduling control according to a pre 
defined processing flow, so that all the service-required 
functions of the batch processing Subsystem, except file 
processing (checking and loading), may be realized. 
0278. The file checking module continually queries a file 
information table at a predetermined time interval, and sends 
file information to a file loading module when it finds that 
file reception is completed. 

0279 The log and charge processing module mainly 
performs specific processing on logs, which comprises a 
VISA single message settlement submodule, a VISA single 
message exception transaction settlement Submodule, an 
MC (MasterCard) single message settlement Submodule, an 
MC single message exception transaction settlement Sub 
module, a dual message settlement Submodule and a dual 
message exception transaction settlement Submodule. 
Wherein, the VISA single message settlement submodule is 
responsible for settling single message transaction of Visa 
foreign cards; the VISA single message exception transac 
tion settlement Submodule is responsible for settling single 
message transaction exception transaction of Visa foreign 
cards; the MC single message settlement Submodule is 
responsible for settling single message transaction of Mas 
terCard foreign cards; the MC single message exception 
transaction settlement Submodule is responsible for settling 
single message transaction exception transaction of Master 
Card foreign cards; the dual message settlement Submodule 
is used for settling dual message of foreign cards; and the 
dual message exception transaction settlement Submodule is 
used for settling dual message exception transaction of 
foreign cards. 
0280 Specifically, the file generation and backup clean 
ing module is responsible for generating files and backing up 
outdated files to a historical database, which comprises a 
backup cleaning Submodule, a domestic file generating 
Submodule, a Visa dual message file generating Submodule, 
an MC dual message file generating Submodule and a JCB 
file generating Submodule. Wherein, the backup cleaning 
Submodule is used for backing up outdated files to a his 
torical database; the domestic file generating Submodule is 
used for generating domestic files; the Visa dual message file 
generating Submodule is used for generating Visa dual 
message files; the MC dual message file generating Submod 
ule is used for generating MasterCard dual message files; the 
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JCB file generating submodule is used for generating JCB 
dual message files and merchant files. 
0281. The file loading submodule is responsible for load 
ing various files, which comprises a foreign card transaction 
file loading Submodule, an automatic risk pre-detection 
submodule, a Visa file loading submodule, an MC single 
message file loading Submodule, an MC dual message IPM 
(Integrated Product Message) file loading Submodule, an 
MC MPE (Member Profile Extract) file loading submodule 
and a JCB (Japanese Credit Bureau) file loading submodule. 
Wherein, the foreign card transaction file loading submodule 
is used for loading domestic foreign-related transaction dual 
message files; the automatic risk pre-detection Submodule is 
used for automatic detection of risks; the Visa file loading 
Submodule is used for loading Visa single message and dual 
message files; the MC single message file loading Submod 
ule is used for loading MC single message files; the MCIPM 
dual message file loading Submodule is used for loading MC 
IPM dual message files; the MC MPE file loading submod 
ule is used for loading MC MPE files; and the JCB file 
loading submodule is used for loading JCB files. 
0282. The above unself-determination settlement refers 
to the settlement initiated to the system by a foreign card 
organization at an appointed time according to a protocol 
when the system is networked with the foreign card orga 
nization, wherein the settlement data is based on data 
recorded and collected by the foreign card organization. 
0283 FIG. 18 shows a method for a finance-type trans 
action initiated in online mode by a member institution using 
the system according to the invention, a transaction flow of 
which comprises the following steps: 
0284. 1) an acquiring party initiates a transaction request 
in online mode to the switching subsystem 13 of the pro 
cessing center, and the Switching Subsystem 13 determines 
whether stand-in authorization is allowed for the transaction, 
if not, then the transaction flow proceeds to 2); otherwise, 
the transaction flow proceeds to 3): 
0285 2) the switching subsystem 13 of the processing 
center forwards the transaction request to a card-issuing 
party, and if the processing center can process a transaction 
normally with the card-issuing party, the Switching Sub 
system 13 sends the transaction request to the card-issuing 
party, and then the transaction flow proceeds to 5); other 
wise, the switching subsystem 13 determines whether stand 
in authorization is allowed for the transaction, if yes, then 
the transaction flow proceeds to 3), otherwise, the transac 
tion response will be “transaction failed' message, and the 
transaction flow proceeds to 6): 
0286 3) the switching subsystem 13 of the processing 
center forwards the transaction to the stand-in authorization 
Subsystem 11 for processing, and the transaction flow pro 
ceeds to 4); 
0287 4) the stand-in authorization subsystem 11 per 
forms stand-in authorization, and returns a response to the 
Switching Subsystem 13, then the transaction flow proceeds 
to 6): 
0288 5) the card-issuing party returns a transaction 
response to the Switching Subsystem 13 of the processing 
center after it completes processing the transaction request; 
and 
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0289 6) the switching subsystem 13 of the processing 
center forwards the transaction response to the acquiring 
party. 

0290 Correspondingly, as shown in FIG. 19, the data 
flow corresponding to the above method is as follows: 
0291 1) the switching subsystem 13 records a switching 
transaction log, if the transaction passes stand-in authoriza 
tion, then the stand-in authorization Subsystem 11 records a 
transaction log; 
0292 2) the management service package 104 starts a 
data transfer program at a fixed timing and reads the 
Switching log and the stand-in authorization log; 

0293 3) the data transfer program transfers the logs to the 
historical database 16 and the backline database 17, then 
records an intermediate statistical Summary table; 
0294 4) the batch processing subsystem 11 reads the 
transaction logs from the backline database 17 and performs 
multi-cycle clearing; 

0295) 5) the batch processing subsystem 11 records a 
settlement result in the backline database 17, and forms a 
clearing file and writes it into the file-sharing space 18; and 

0296 6) the batch processing subsystem 11 backs up the 
settlement result from the backline database 17 to the 
historical database 16. 

0297 FIG. 20 shows a method for a management-type 
transaction initiated in online mode by a member institution 
using the system according to the invention, a transaction 
flow of which comprises the following steps: 

0298 1) a member institution initiates a transaction 
request in online mode to the switching subsystem 13 of the 
processing center; 

0299 2) the switching subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction request to the backline Subsystem 
management service package 104; 

0300 3) the management service package 104 returns a 
transaction response to the Switching Subsystem 13; and 

0301 4) the switching subsystem 13 of the processing 
center returns the transaction response to the member insti 
tution. 

0302 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above method is as follows: 

0303) 
log; and 

1) the switching subsystem 13 records an internal 

0304 2) the management service package 104 records an 
internal log. 

0305 FIG. 21 shows a method for an exception transac 
tion processing transaction initiated in online mode by a 
member institution using the system according to the inven 
tion, a transaction flow of which comprises the following 
steps: 

0306 1) a member institution initiates a transaction 
request in online mode to the switching subsystem 13 of the 
processing center; 
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0307 2) the switching subsystem 13 of the processing 
center forwards the transaction request to the management 
service package 104 after receiving the transaction request; 
0308 3) the management service package 104 returns a 
transaction response to the Switching Subsystem 13 after 
receiving the transaction request; and 
0309 4) the switching subsystem 13 of the processing 
center returns the transaction response to the member insti 
tution. 

0310 Correspondingly, a schematic diagram of the data 
flow corresponding to the above method is as shown in FIG. 
22, which comprises the following steps: 

0311 
log: 

1) the Switching Subsystem 13 records a transaction 

0312 2) the switching subsystem 13 sends a transaction 
request to the management service package 104; 
0313 3) the management service package 104 writes the 
received information into the backline database 17: 
0314. 4) the exception transaction processing service 
package 102 reads the transaction request information from 
the backline database 17 for processing, and records a log in 
the backline database 17; 
0315 5) the batch processing subsystem 11 reads the 
transaction log and performs multi-cycle clearing; 
0316 6) if the receiving institution is in single message 
mode, the batch processing Subsystem 11 records a settle 
ment result in the backline database 17, and then the 
exception transaction processing service package 102 sends 
the settlement result via messages in batches to a member 
institution; if the receiving institution is in dual message 
mode, the batch processing Subsystem 11 forms a clearing 
file and writes it into the file-sharing space 18, and then the 
file transferring subsystem 14 sends it to the member insti 
tution. 

0317 FIG. 23 shows a method for an exception transac 
tion processing transaction initiated by a network platform 
using the system according to the invention, a transaction 
flow of which comprises the following steps: 

0318) 1) an operator of a member institution logs in a 
backline portal and initiates an exception transaction pro 
cessing transaction; 
0319 2) the portal forwards a transaction request to the 
exception transaction processing service package 102; 
0320 3) the exception transaction processing service 
package 102 records the transaction request in the backline 
database 17 after processing the transaction request accord 
ing to service rules, then returns a response to the portal; 
0321 4) the portal returns the response to the operator of 
the member institution; 
0322 5) the batch processing subsystem 11 processes the 
transaction request recorded in the backline database 17, and 
writes a processing result to the backline database 17; 
0323 6) the management service package 104 reads the 
processing result of the above transaction request by the 
batch processing Subsystem 11 from the backline database 
17, and sends it to the switching subsystem 13: 
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0324 7) the switching subsystem 13 forwards the excep 
tion transaction processing result to the receiving institution; 

0325 8) the same as 6): 
0326 9) the switching subsystem 13 forwards the excep 
tion transaction processing result to the sending institution; 
0327 10) the receiving institution returns a response to 
the switching subsystem 13: 
0328. 11) the switching subsystem 13 forwards the 
response to the management service package 104; 
0329 12) the sending institution returns a response to the 
Switching Subsystem 13; 

0330. 13) the same as 11). 
0331 In the above processes, both the sending institution 
and the receiving institution require the system to return the 
exception transaction processing result to the corresponding 
institution in advance. If the receiving institution does not 
have the above requirement, then Steps 6, 7, 10 and 11 are 
not required; and if the sending institution does not have the 
above requirement, then Steps 8, 9, 12 and 13 are not 
required. 

0332 Correspondingly, FIG. 24 shows a schematic dia 
gram of the data flow corresponding to the above method, 
which comprises the following steps: 
0333 1) the exception transaction processing service 
package 102 records a transaction log; 
0334 2) the batch processing subsystem 11 reads the 
transaction log for multi-batch clearing; 
0335 3) the batch processing subsystem 11 records a 
settlement result in the backline database 17, and forms a 
clearing file and writes it into the file-sharing space 18; 
0336 4) the management service package 104 reads the 
settlement result, and forms a transaction message and sends 
it to the switching subsystem 13; and 
0337 5) the switching subsystem 13 records an internal 
log. 

0338 FIG. 25 shows a method for a management-type 
transaction initiated via a network platform by a member 
institution using the system according to the invention, a 
transaction flow of which comprises the following steps: 
0339) 1) an operator of the processing center logs in a 
service portal and initiates a management-type transaction; 
0340 2) the portal forwards a transaction request to the 
management service package 104; 
0341 3) the management service package 104 forwards 
the transaction to the Switching Subsystem 13; 
0342. 4) the switching subsystem 13 forwards the trans 
action to a member institution; 

0343 5) the member institution returns a transaction 
response to the Switching Subsystem 13; 
0344 6) the switching subsystem 13 forwards the trans 
action response to the management service package 104; 
0345 7) the management service package 104 forwards 
the transaction response to the service portal; 
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0346 8) the portal returns the transaction response to the 
operator. 

0347 Correspondingly, the data flow corresponding to 
the above method is as follows: 

0348 1) the management service package 104 records an 
internal transaction log; 
0349 2) the switching subsystem 13 records an internal 
transaction log. 
0350 FIG. 26 shows a method for a management opera 
tion initiated via a network platform by a member institution 
using the novel system according to the invention, a trans 
action flow of which comprises the following steps: 
0351) 1) an operator of the processing center logs in a 
service portal and initiates a management operation trans 
action; 

0352 2) the portal forwards an operation request to the 
management service package 104; 

0353 3) the management service package 104 modifies 
configuration parameters of the security and management 
database 151, and “maps” it to the switching database 131 
via Relational Connect mechanism of database, then sends 
a data synchronization instruction to the Switching Sub 
system 13: 

0354 4) the switching subsystem 13 reads the modified 
configuration parameters in the switching database 131 and 
refreshes its memory, then returns a response to the man 
agement service package 104; 
0355 5) the management service package 104 forwards 
the response to the portal; 
0356 6) the portal returns the response to the operator. 
0357 Correspondingly, FIG. 27 shows a schematic dia 
gram of the data flow corresponding to the above method, 
which comprises the following steps: 

0358) 1) the management service package 104 modifies 
configuration parameters in the security and management 
database 151; 

0359 2) the database “maps the data to the switching 
database using Relational Connect mechanism thereof; 
0360 3) the switching subsystem 13 reads the configu 
ration parameters and refreshes its memory; 

0361 FIG. 28 shows a method for processing batch files 
using the novel system according to invention, comprising 
the following steps: 

0362. 1) an operator of a member institution logs in a 
portal and initiates a batch file upload transaction, or a 
member institution uploads batch files via the file transfer 
ring Subsystem 14; 

0363. 2) the processing center records file transferring 
information via the file transferring subsystem 14 or the 
management service package 104 (called by the portal) and 
then returns a response to the uploading party, after receiv 
ing the files; 
0364 3) the file transferring subsystem 14 writes the 
received files in the file-sharing space 18; 
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0365 4) the batch processing subsystem 11 reads data 
from the file-sharing space 18 for processing: 
0366 5) the batch processing subsystem 11 writes a 
processing result to the backline database 17; 
0367 6) the management service package 104 reads 
processing result information from the backline database 17; 
0368 7) the management service package 104 informs 
the Switching Subsystem 13 of sending the processing result 
to a receiving party; 
0369) 8) the switching subsystem 13 sends the processing 
result to the receiving party; 
0370 9) the receiving party returns a response to the 
Switching Subsystem 13; 
0371 10) the switching subsystem 13 forwards the 
response to the management service package 104. 
0372 Correspondingly, FIG. 29 shows a schematic dia 
gram of the data flow corresponding to the above method, 
which comprises the following steps: 
0373) 1) an operator of a member institution logs in a 
portal, or a member institution uploads batch files to the 
file-sharing space 18 via the file transferring subsystem 14: 
0374 2) the processing center records file transferring 
information in the backline database 17 after receiving the 
files; 
0375 3) the batch processing subsystem 11 reads file 
information from the file-sharing space 18 at determined 
timing: 
0376 4) the batch processing subsystem 11 records the 

file information in the backline database 17 after processing 
the file information; 
0377 5) the management service package 104 reads the 

file processing result, and forms a transaction message and 
sends it to the Switching Subsystems 3; 
0378 6) the switching subsystem 13 records an internal 
log. 

0379 FIG. 30 shows a schematic diagram in which the 
flow scheduling module controls a processing flow when the 
batch processing Subsystem of the invention performs self 
determination clearing, and the detailed description thereof 
is as follows: 

0380 Modify “cycle batch processing status' in a clear 
ing cycle table to “being processed’; 
0381) Determine whether the transferring of switching 
logs of the present cycle in a “clearing cycle control table' 
has been completed, if the Switching log transferring 
completion flag is 0, then wait for five minutes, and perform 
re-determination, if the transferring of the Switching logs has 
not yet been completed after three times, then call a common 
error-reporting Submodule, and exit the present processing. 
0382. The first-step control information comprises a plu 
rality of Substeps, and its function is to schedule Switching 
log processing modules, wherein the Substeps are in asyn 
chronous sending mode. The Substeps are divided according 
to institution code, and each Substep corresponds to Switch 
ing logs of a Switching institution. The parameters sent to the 
Switching log processing module include institution code, 
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settlement date, cycle number, and log flag (for marking the 
currently used Switching log database as 1 or 2). 
0383 For a processing record status log of each substep, 
the status is marked as “being processed”. 
0384 The subsequent processing can only be performed 
after the sending of the Substeps in the first step is com 
pleted. 
0385) The switching log processing module calculates 
service charge, profit allocation and charge on the Switching 
logs one by one, and generates a settlement detail list and a 
settlement result list. For detailed description thereof, ref 
erence may be made to the process flow of 'switching log 
processing module'. 
0386 The return results of all the substeps in the first step 
are received, and the status log of the corresponding Substep 
is modified as SUCCESSFUL or FAILED according to the 
returned processing result. A substep without a return result 
in the case of timeout is marked as FAILED. For all of the 
Substeps, if any one is failed, then call a common error 
reporting Submodule and exit the present processing. 
0387. The second-step control information comprises a 
plurality of Substeps, and its function is to generate Switch 
ing party chronological files and receiving party chronologi 
cal files, wherein the sending mode of the Substeps is 
asynchronous mode. The Substeps are divided according to 
institution code, and the processing data Source is clearing 
detail list. The sent critical parameters are institution code, 
settlement date, cycle number and type flag (Switching or 
receiving). 
0388 A status log is recorded respectively for “sending a 
request for generating transferring party chronological files' 
and 'sending a request for generating receiving party chro 
nological files', and the status is marked as “being pro 
cessed'. 

0389. The subsequent processing can only be performed 
after the sending of all the Substeps in the second step is 
completed. 
0390 When the batch processing is completed success 
fully, the “cycle batch processing status' in the clearing 
cycle table will be modified as SUCCESSFUL; otherwise, it 
will be modified as FAILED. 

0391 The return results of all the substeps in the second 
step are received, and the status log of the corresponding 
substep is modified as SUCCESSFUL or FAILED according 
to the returned processing result. A substep without a return 
result in the case of timeout is marked as FAILED. For all 
of the Substeps, if any one is failed, then call a common 
error-reporting Submodule and exit the present processing. 

1: A bankcard transaction exchange system, comprising a 
processing center, at least one backup center, and a plurality 
of member institutions connected to the processing center 
via a network, characterized in that the processing center 
comprises at least a Switching Subsystem and a correspond 
ing Switching database, a batch processing Subsystem, a 
historical database and a backline database, the Switching 
Subsystem is responsible for transaction Switching, and the 
batch processing Subsystem is responsible for transaction 
clearing and settlement. 
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2: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 
to claim 1, characterized in that the Switching Subsystem is 
responsible for connecting each member institution, receiv 
ing and forwarding a transaction request and a response, 
providing routing service and recording logs. 

3: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 
to claim 1, characterized in that the batch processing Sub 
system is responsible for clearing and settling a transaction 
in a way agreed on with the member institution, and it 
Supports self-determination settlement mode and unself 
determination settlement mode, and Supports single message 
and dual message settlement ways, and it is responsible for 
processing settlement of various transaction capitals and 
various service charges. 

4: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 
to claim 1, characterized in that: the processing center is 
further configured with at least one of the following mod 
ules: 

an exception transaction processing service package, 
which is responsible for processing wrong accounts or 
Suspicious accounts generated during a transaction, and 
its main functions include original transaction match 
ing, exception transaction file processing, transaction 
period control and exception transaction settlement file 
generation; it is used so that not only the efficiency of 
the system exchange network will not be affected, but 
also exception transactions will be settled in time; 

a security Subsystem, which provides security control 
measures at various layers of the system and ensures 
that the system operates safely; its main functions 
include user right control, user validity verification, key 
management, algorithm deposit, message encryption 
and decryption, password check, file encryption and 
decryption control and log recording: 

a management service package, which is responsible for 
the unified management on member institution infor 
mation and system parameters, and for the online 
management on the transferring and processing of a 
transaction; and its main functions include: adding, 
deleting, modifying, querying and activating of insti 
tution information and system parameters; online sign 
in and sign-out; key reset; system monitoring; 

a risk information sharing service package, which is 
responsible for collecting, processing and distributing 
various risk information, and preventing a forbidden 
transaction from occurring, lowering transaction risk, 
and internally sharing a list of payment forbidding, 
transaction rejection, forbidden cardholders, forbidden 
card-holding enterprises and forbidden merchants and 
the related detail records for the member institutions 
and the system; 

a file transferring subsystem, which is responsible for the 
file transferring between member institutions and is a 
main interface for file exchange between the system 
and the member institutions; and its main functions 
include external file transferring, information exchange 
with internal Subsystems, and file cleaning, so that the 
Smoothness of online transaction communication chan 
nel is ensured, and the overall operating efficiency of 
the system is increased; and 
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a query and report service package, which is responsible 
for providing information query to internal and external 
institutions and making, analyzing and obtaining a 
report. 

5-9. (canceled) 
10: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 

to claim 4, characterized in that: the processing center is 
further configured with a stand-in authorization Subsystem, 
which is responsible for accomplishing stand-in authoriza 
tion of a transaction according to the agreement with each 
bank as a member institution, and its functions specifically 
include quota control, accumulated amount control and 
accumulated transaction number control, and log recording, 
charge calculation, transaction check. 

11: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 
to claim 4, characterized in that: the management service 
package, the risk information sharing service package, the 
exception transaction processing service package and the 
query and report service package may also be centralizedly 
configured as a backline Subsystem, and at the same time, 
the backline subsystem is further configured with a dedi 
cated backline portal, which provides a unified and easy-to 
use operating interface with the uniform style to various 
operators of the system, so that the system is more conve 
nient to operate. 

12: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 
to claim 4, characterized in that: each of the Subsystems is 
configured with an error-reporting information processing 
module, which is responsible for processing all the error 
information in the Subsystem, and by processing all the error 
information in the subsystem unifiedly via the module, it is 
favorable to increase the processing speed of the Subsystem 
itself and the throughput of the system. 

13: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 
to claim 4, characterized in that: the exception transaction 
processing service package Supports three exception trans 
action request initiating modes: online transaction, file trans 
ferring and Web. 

14: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 
to claim 4, characterized in that: the management service 
package makes the system Sufficiently adapted to the 
requirements on service change by setting and modifying 
parameters, that is, all or Some of operating rules of the 
system may be adjusted or modified without modifying 
other parts of the system and without shutting down the 
system. 

15: The bankcard transaction exchange system according 
to claim 10, characterized in that: the stand-in authorization 
includes normal stand-in authorization and abnormal stand 
in authorization. 

16-35. (canceled) 
36: A bankcard transaction exchange method in a bank 

card transaction exchange system, the bankcard transaction 
exchange system comprising a processing center, at least 
one backup center, and a plurality of member institutions 
connected to the processing center via a network, the pro 
cessing center comprising at least a Switching Subsystem and 
a corresponding Switching database, a batch processing 
Subsystem, a historical database and a backline database, the 
bankcard transaction exchange method comprising: 

performing transaction Switching through the Switching 
Subsystem; and 

performing transaction clearing and settlement through 
the batch processing Subsystem. 
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37: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 
to claim 36, further comprising a process for a finance-type 
transaction initiated in online mode by a member institution, 
a transaction flow of which comprises the following steps: 

1) an acquiring party initiates a transaction request in 
online mode to the Switching Subsystem of the pro 
cessing center, and the Switching Subsystem determines 
whether the transaction is allowed for stand-in autho 
rization, if not, then the transaction flow proceeds to 2); 
otherwise, the transaction flow proceeds to 3); 

2) the Switching Subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction request to a card-issuing party, 
if the processing center can process a transaction nor 
mally with the card-issuing party, the Switching Sub 
system sends the transaction request to the card-issuing 
party, and then the transaction flow proceeds to 5); 
otherwise, the Switching Subsystem determines 
whether the transaction is allowed for stand-in autho 
rization, if yes, then the transaction flow proceeds to 3), 
otherwise, the transaction response will be “transaction 
failed' message, and the transaction flow proceeds to 
6); 

3) the Switching Subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction to a stand-in authorization 
Subsystem for processing, and the transaction flow 
proceeds to 4); 

4) the stand-in authorization Subsystem performs stand-in 
authorization and returns a response to the Switching 
Subsystem, then the transaction flow proceeds to 6): 

5) the card-issuing party returns a transaction response to 
the Switching Subsystem of the processing center after 
it completes processing the transaction request; and 

6) the Switching Subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction response to the acquiring 
party. 

38: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 
to claim 36, further comprising a process for a management 
type transaction initiated in online mode by a member 
institution, a transaction flow of which comprises the fol 
lowing steps: 

1) the member institution initiates a transaction request in 
online mode to the Switching Subsystem of the pro 
cessing center; 

2) the Switching Subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction request to a backline Sub 
System management service package; 

3) the management service package returns a transaction 
response to the Switching Subsystem; and 

4) the Switching Subsystem of the processing center 
returns the transaction response to the member institu 
tion. 

39: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 
to claim 36, further comprising a process for an exception 
transaction processing transaction initiated in online mode 
by a member institution, a transaction flow of which com 
prises the following steps: 

1) the member institution initiates a transaction request in 
online mode to the Switching Subsystem of the pro 
cessing center; 
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2) the Switching Subsystem of the processing center 
forwards the transaction request to a management Ser 
vice package after receiving the transaction request; 

3) the management service package returns a transaction 
response to the Switching Subsystem after receiving the 
transaction request; and 

4) the Switching Subsystem of the processing center 
returns the transaction response to the member institu 
tion. 

40: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 
to claim 36, further comprising a process for an exception 
transaction processing transaction initiated by a network 
platform, a transaction flow of which comprises the follow 
ing steps: 

1) an operator of a member institution logs in a backline 
portal and initiates an exception transaction processing 
transaction; 

2) the portal forwards a transaction request to an excep 
tion transaction processing service package; 

3) the exception transaction processing service package 
processes the transaction request according to service 
rules and records it in a backline database, then returns 
a response to the portal; 

4) the portal returns the response to the operator of the 
member institution; 

5) a batch processing Subsystem processes the transaction 
request recorded in the backline database, and writes a 
processing result to the backline database; 

6) a management service package reads the processing 
result of the transaction request by the batch processing 
Subsystem from the backline database, and sends it to 
the Switching Subsystem; 

7) the Switching Subsystem forwards the exception trans 
action processing result to a receiving institution; 

8) the same as 6): 
9) the switching subsystem forwards the exception trans 

action processing result to a sending institution; 
10) the receiving institution returns a response to the 

Switching Subsystem; 

11) the switching subsystem forwards the response to the 
management Service package; 

12) the sending institution returns a response to the 
Switching Subsystem; and 

13) the same as 11). 
41: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 

to claim 36, further comprising a process for an exception 
transaction processing transaction initiated by a network 
platform, a transaction flow of which comprises the follow 
ing steps: 

1) an operator of a member institution logs in a backline 
portal and initiates an exception transaction processing 
transaction; 

2) the portal forwards a transaction request to an excep 
tion transaction processing service package; 
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3) the exception transaction processing service package 
processes the transaction request according to service 
rules and records it in a backline database, then returns 
a response to the portal; 

4) the portal returns the response to the operator of the 
member institution; 

5) a batch processing Subsystem processes the transaction 
request recorded in the backline database, and writes a 
processing result to the backline database; 

6) a management service package reads the processing 
result of the transaction request by the batch processing 
Subsystem from the backline database, and sends it to 
the Switching Subsystem; 

7) the Switching Subsystem forwards the exception trans 
action processing result to a sending institution; 

8) the sending institution returns a response to the Switch 
ing Subsystem; and 

9) the switching subsystem forwards the response to the 
management Service package. 

42: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 
to claim 36, further comprising a process for an exception 
transaction processing transaction initiated by a network 
platform, a transaction flow of which comprises the follow 
ing steps: 

1) an operator of a member institution logs in a backline 
portal and initiates an exception transaction processing 
transaction; 

2) the portal forwards a transaction request to an excep 
tion transaction processing service package; 

3) the exception transaction processing service package 
processes the transaction request according to service 
rules and records it in a backline database, then returns 
a response to the portal; 

4) the portal returns the response to the operator of the 
member institution; 

5) a batch processing Subsystem processes the transaction 
request recorded in the backline database, and writes a 
processing result to the backline database; 

6) a management service package reads the processing 
result of the transaction request by the batch processing 
Subsystem from the backline database, and sends it to 
the Switching Subsystem; 

7) the Switching Subsystem forwards the exception trans 
action processing result to a receiving institution; 

8) the receiving institution returns a response to the 
Switching Subsystem; and 

9) the switching subsystem forwards the response to the 
management Service package. 

43: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 
to claim 36, further comprising a process for a management 
type transaction initiated by a network platform, a transac 
tion flow of which comprises the following steps: 

1) an operator of the processing center logs in a service 
portal and initiates a management-type transaction; 

2) the portal forwards a transaction request to a manage 
ment service package; 
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3) the management service package forwards the trans 
action to the Switching Subsystem; 

4) the Switching Subsystem forwards the transaction to a 
member institution; 

5) the member institution returns a transaction response to 
the Switching Subsystem; 

6) the Switching Subsystem forwards the transaction 
response to the management service package; 

7) the management service package forwards the trans 
action response to the service portal; and 

8) the portal returns the transaction response to the 
operator. 

44: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 
to claim 11, further comprising a process for a management 
operation initiated by a network platform, a transaction flow 
of which comprises the following steps: 

1) an operator of the processing center logs in a service 
portal and initiates a management operation transac 
tion; 

2) the portal forwards an operation request to a manage 
ment service package; 

3) the management service package modifies configura 
tion parameters of a security and management data 
base, and “maps” it to the Switching database via 
Relational Connect mechanism of database, then sends 
a data synchronization instruction to the Switching 
Subsystem; 

4) the Switching Subsystem reads the modified configu 
ration parameters from the Switching database and 
refreshes its memory, then returns a response to the 
management Service package; 

5) the management service package forwards the response 
to the portal; and 

6) the portal returns the response to the operator. 
45: The bankcard transaction exchange method according 

to claim 36, further comprising a process for processing 
batch files, comprising the following steps: 

1) an operator of a member institution logs in a portal and 
initiates a batch file upload transaction, or the member 
institution uploads batch files via a file transferring 
Subsystem; 

2) the processing center records file transferring informa 
tion via a file transferring Subsystem or a management 
service package (called by the portal) and then returns 
a response to the uploading party, after it receives the 
files; 

3) the file transferring subsystem writes the received files 
into a file-sharing space; 

4) a batch processing Subsystem reads data from the 
file-sharing space for processing: 

5) the batch processing Subsystem writes a processing 
result into a backline database; 

6) the management service package reads processing 
result information from the backline database; 
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7) the management service package informs the Switching 9) the receiving party returns a response to the Switching 
Subsystem of sending the processing result to a receiv- Subsystem; and 
ing party; 10) the switching subsystem forwards the response to the 

- 0 management Service package. 
8) the Switching Subsystem sends the processing result to 

the receiving party; k . . . . 


